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one M works between the forks of an arm, N,
whi h rives the shuttle bolt, K, and the shut
tIe J, in its raceway, back and forth, because
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the other end presses against the lower edge of

Q, so that, as the shaft, P, revolves, it
/, . which
moves a ratchet in the shoulder, U, that takes

the cam,

gives a vibratory motion to the bar,

'1'JJ:RMS-$2 a·year :-$1 in advance and the remaln-

W, from the shaft of

into the ratchet wheel,

der in six months,

which proceeds a small cord to the shaft of the
cloth-feeding wheel, L,

Raising Weight. nnde)' Wate), by Ga••

Dr. Gianetti, a Corsican savant at Paris, re

every stitch.

signed to show the possibility of raising a heavy

The way

shown in figure 2 :-In sewing,

sisted of a small leather bag or balloon, attached

shuttle,

two compartments connected by a valve which

ing

compartments was charged with bicarbonate of
the

of the bell crank at

If the end

h were drawn towards j; it

Q, fig. 1, and
/, will stop.
breaks, for it will

pin that is operated by the cam,

soon elevated to the surface. In Mr. Gianetti's

the feed-motion of the ratchet arm,

experiment it was found that a balloon of a foot

This is done if the thread,

and a half in diameter was sufficient to raise a

c,

not then turn e on its axis, consequently the nib,

cwt.)

f,

g, �d vibrate
to throw out the pin in

will catch in a small notch at

the bell crank so as

[A cheaper and more convenient way to ele

R, and arrest the feed motion of the cloth. The

would be a

block and tackle, and the use of a windlass.

project

near the

would vibrate on its axis, n, and draw out the

ted the balloon, and in this way the body was

heavy bodies under water,

j;

i k T, which is connected by a joint,

n, to the piston pin in cylinder R.

string was pulled, the gas being liberated, infla�

(2

e is a vibratory fil)ger resting on this

downward. This stop-finger is

bell-crank,

The vessel

weight of one hundred kilogrammes

J;

shuttle; this finger has a small nib,

could be pulled open by a string: one of the

from the bottom of the Seille.-Ex.

the needle

thread, to form the lock-stitch, passes over the

having

being attached to the body to be raised,

in which the feed of the cloth is stop

gets fast in the seam, is as follows, and which is

The apparatus con

soda, the other with muriatic acid.

X, tightens up and re

ped, when the thread of the needle breaks or

force of carbonic acid generated by chemical

to which was a smaller metallic vessel,

The screw,

gulates the feed.

body from the water by means of the expansive
means in a suitable vessel.

and this moves it for

ward to feed the cloth a specific distance for

cently performed an experiment in the Seine de

stop-motion finger,e, when the thread, c, is work

whieh below the cloth through the loop. The im ing, is kept continually vibrating, the thread
our columns, the atl� provement consists of an improved stop mo pushes �. to the one side, when the shuttle is
it has first· to be found, and whmt this is done it
nexed engravings represent a new one, for tion to pr�vent the movement of the cloth if the going back, and a projection at h throws it into
is surely more easy to clamp it with a pair of
which a patent was granted to Charles Miller, thread shonld break or catch in the seam; also, position again when it is returning, so as to keep

When a body has to be lifted from under water
.>

and gives the arm,
R is a small cylin

der; in it works a pin with the rod at one end ;

Responsible Agents may also be found in all the prin·
cTpal cities and towns in the United States.

vate

the cam, M, is an eccentric,
N, a reciprocating motion.

tongs, or a hook, and pullaway on the lever of

a windlass, than to have a bag filled with. mar
ble dust, or the carbonate of soda, which has to
be tied to the weight to be elevated and the gas
then set free by an acid.

simplicity in in

Oh,

vention; . how often are thy claims overlooked.
..

eo
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Among the many sewing machines

have been illustrated in

of the city of St. Louis, Mo., on the. 20th of a means of making a stitch like the "back the nib, f, from catching into the notch at h
,
July last year. Figure 1 is a perspective view, stitch," in hand sewing. B is a table which when the shuttle is coming back to stop the feed
and figure 2 is a plan view, with part of the top carries the machinery; A is the fly wheelan motion.
broken off to render the operation more clear.

the shaft for driving the machine; C is a plate

The same letters refer to like parts.

stitches by th e interlocking of two threads, one it is secured on .an axis near the middle,

A New Article of Trade in China.

This sewing machine is now at work in the

fly wheel; it Crystal Palace, alongside of Wilson's and Sing
This sewing machine, like others, forms its has a cam groove, D, in it;F is the needle arm, er's, and is the only one which, by a transverse
wheel on the same shaft as the

which motion of the cloth feed-roller, attempts to sew

is passed through the cloth in the form allows it to vibrate like a walking beam; E is a button holes. This is done by the pin, p, which
The" Washington Star" says that a distin
of a loop, and the other is carried by a shuttle pin in arm, F, which is inserted into the cam is pressed by the screw, 0, against the smallcam

guished naturalist (Prof. Agassiz,

of which

we believe)

has directed the attention of our government to
a new source of national wealth-as an article

on the axis of the driving shaft, which vibrates

Figure 2.

the rod,

its axis, and feeds the cloth transversely to its

slug. This article, an unseemly jelly-looking sub
stance, of a dirty brown color,

hard, rigid,

common motion, 80 as to make one stitch pass

and

over the eye of the button hole,

scarcely possessing any power of locomotion or

is thrown out of gear,

from, say six inches in length and two or three
may

be

always

found

in

ingenious contrivance. The common stitch is
produced like those

and low water marks, on our southern coasts.

braced in the pateNt granted.

It is taken to them in immense

iii the transverse button-hole stitch.

It is caught by hand in

present residing in this city, and from him more

it is

information may be obtained.

smoked over a wood fire, when it is ready for
shipment. Macassar is at present the principal

,. . .., . ..,

Death of a Young Mechanic.

At

The �'Suffolk Democrat" records the death

that point, from which some eight or nine hun
dred thousand weight are now annually sent to

China, its value variesfrom
cuI (of

of Frederick W, Glover,the only son of Daniel
Glover, Esq., of Middletown, Conn.,

$8 to $110 per pi

133 1-4 Ibs.,) according to quality; there

mechanical ingenuity and skill.

Guinea, the southern shores of Australia to Cey
lon, and latterly, the shores of the Mauritus, sup
ply large quantities of it.

�;::M

..
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By the latest news from Europe, the Turkish

� _Woe

He correspond-.

ed with us respecting a very ingenious plan

cle, which are only to be distinguished by ex

The western shores of New

a youth of

16 years of age, who gave great promise of

being some thirty different qualities of the arti
perts in the trade.

J. A. Ross,

of St. Louis, the assignee of this patent, is at

shallow water, and usually speared in deeper

point from whence it is shipped to China.

Mr. Miller has

recently made application for his improvement

quantities from the tropical shores of Asia and

water; and,- after being dried in the sun,

in other sewing machines;

the" back-stitch" is not represented, but is em-.

The Chinese use it as we do Iceland moss

Australia, annually.

by the

and is an

ple to that applied to power looms,

very large

quantities strewed on the shore, between high

and isinglass.

when desired,

screw, o. The stop motion is similar in princi

in girth, to two feet long and six or eight inches
girth,

and the next

pass through the cloth, binding it. This motion

and varying in size

appearance of animation,

Z, connected with the one, Y, which
L, in the direction of

traverses the feed roller,

of trade-on our southern coasts, in the sea

to prevent accidents at railway drawbridges,
groove, D, so that when the wheel, C, revolves , holdmg the cloth to be sewed, on the table,

I

as

it gives a vibratory motion toF; G is the con- it is fed forward to the needle by a rotating

it.

He was distinguished for an amiable disposition,

groove-faced roller, L, under the cloth. The
great intelligence for his age, and fine mechani
d is feed motion is given by the bevel pinion, 0,
cal taste.

necting rod of the needle stock, H; I is the
needle which has its eye near the point;

whereby the engine was made to close the
draw if it was open before the train reached

the thread spool for supplying the needle; c is which gears into a small pinion on the head of

-------.--����, ..------

Woo, "�p'. ill the thread; a is a rod with a spring, a" around the short vertical shaft, P. This short shaft
Honor, like a shadow, follows those who flee
it, and a smallroller, b, on its foot, this is for has two small cam plates, :M A, on it; the from it, but fiees from those that pursue it.
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A Question of Chemistry at Law.

A very particular chemical question has re
cently been tried in a Jury Court in Scotland; as
one of scientific importance, and connected with
mining and mineralogy, an account of it must
be of great interest to many of our readers.
The plaintiffs were William and Elizabeth Gilles·
pie, (his wife;) the defendants, James Russell
and his son. In April 1850, the Russells ob
tained a lease of the whole coal, ironstone, iron
ore, limestone, and fire-clay, but no other mi
nerals in the land of 'I'orbane Hill, the property
of the plaintiffs, for 25 years for £300 ($1500)
per year. The Russells had sunk their shaft and
had come upon coal, iron, lime and fire-clay of
workable value, but they did not work them,
but raised 19,000 tuns of a substance which
they sold under the name of "gas coal." 'I'his
the Gillespies alleged was not a mineral com
prehended in the lease of defendants, that it was
not coal, and that the contract was violated.
The defendants asserted that it was "coal," and
this was the question at issue; namely, whe
ther it was coal or another mineral-a chemical
question entirely. Eminent chemists appeared
on both sides as witnesses.
On the part of the plaintiffs, Profs. Ansted and
Anderson, Mr.Brande, the celebrated chemist,
Alexander Rose, the Rev. Dr. Anderson, Dr.
George ·Wilson, and Dr. J. T. Cooper, were se
yerally examined. !fr. Brande produced an ana
lysis he had made of the mineral, from which it
appeared that 100 parts of it contained only 10
of carbon, 26 of ash, and 'i 0 of volatile matter,
principally carburetted hydrogen. The result of
this analysis satisfied him that it was not coa1.
'fhe effect of the evidence of the other eminent
chemists and mineralogists seemed to be that it
was not coal, but a new mineral hitherto un
known-,a species of bituminous shale. That a
substance containing less than 68 or 'i0 per cent
of carbon could not be considered as coal; that
it was rather a kind of bituminous clay. It was
lower in specific gravity than coal, and lower in
scale of hardness. It was less brittle than coal;
its streak was brown instead of black; it was
slightly .translucent, while coal' was opaque. It
was a clay largely impregnated w:ith bitumen,
but had no property in common with coal, ex
cept that gas might be produced from it. The
Torbane mineral left no available coke, and no
substance could be called coke nnless it gave a
considerable residuum of coke. On cross-exam
ination it was however admitted that some sub
stance which went to compose coal might be
found in Torbane mineral, though in different de
grees and arrangements. Further scientific wit
nesses were then examined as to the appearance
of the mineral nnder the microscope; and they
gave their ophiion that it was different in orga
nic structure from coal, and presented no traces
of vegetable origin. Operative coal miners and
coal managers were then examined. The for
mer had worked in the Torbane pits and in coal
mines; and they stated that the mineral when
struck produced a deaf and not a clear sound
like c oal ; that it emitted a smell of gas so
strong as to produce headaches, or to make them
vomit, which they had never experienced when
working coal, and that it was very difficult to
work compared to coal; and the latter as prac
tical men gave their opinion that the mineral
was not coal. Scientific and practical evidence
was further given that the mineral yielded gas
of a highly illuminating power and in large
quantity-14,000 cubic feet of gas to the ton;
whilst the best Cannel (the Wigan Cannel) only
produced 11,500; that it yielded mnch more

had subjected it to the usual solvents and tests,
to ascertain if i t was a mixture of bituminous
matter, and he only discovered the merest trace
of bitu!llen, and it was not reduced to a fluid
state, as would have been the case if it was bit·
umen. The ingredients of coal varied consider·
ably, but carbon was the largest; and from 100
parts of this substance he extracted 65'66 of
carbon. There was nearly 9 per cent of hydro
gen, but he did not consider this incompatible
with this mineral being coal; he did not believe
there was bitumen in this body. Coal shales
generally contain 60 per cent of earthy matter;
this mineral could not be called shale, or schist,
its predominant constituents not being earthy
matter, as in shale, bnt carbonaceous: he con
sidered it a true coal. Dr. Fyf'e stated thp,t. he
had analysed all the Cannel coals in Scotland, in
order to obtain their gas producing. qualities;
and he had also analysed the disputed mine
raI, and it in no respect differed from the ordi
nary Cannel coals, except in being Df a very, su
perior quality. Comparing its constituents with
Capeldrae Cannel coal, he found them to be, as
follows:TDRBA.NE HILL MINERAL.
Carbon
•
•
.
6{)"25
Hydrogen
•
•
8'8
Oxygen .
•
•
3'6

Nitrogen .

Sulphur
Ash .

•

1 05
'3

25·'6

I1

+

carbon out of 100, and ap.other 60 parts. out ,of
the same quantity. .A witness on one side de
monstrated that it was .largely impregp.ated with
bitumen, while anojJlCr as clearly demonstrated
that it scarcely contained a trace of it. Such
testim 'ny is enough to shake public confidence
in the I '\rest state of <!hemical knowledge, and
must dim:nish our reliances in the dogmas pro
pounded by scientific experimentalists in the
laboratory. We believe the decision of the jury
to be right, although that great chemist, Rose,
was brought from France to prove the contrary.
On such a question as this, Prof. :F'yfe was the
most oompetent chemist, for no man in the world
has devoted so much attention to the analysis of
coals, and with so much success. We happen
to know what the substance is, and as it is simi
lar in every respect to Boghead coal, it is no
thing.more than a superior Cannel coal,. It is
the best kind in the world for making gas, con
tainingnearly three times more, than the com
mon bituminous coal. Such a question as this
has never come before any of the courts in our

ley has the same effect on oil paints that it has
with grease. Many painted rooms, window
blinds, &c., are soiled by carelessness or igno
rance of washer-women, in the application of
soap or strong soap water. When it does not
destroy the paint, it affects the lustre.
--�'4_
' ___--.A Great Uailroa(\ Scheme.

It is reported that a company to construct a
railroad to the Pacific is now being organized
in this city, at the head of which, it is said, are
Erastus Corning, Simeon Draper, and other ca
pitalists. The object is to provide a substantial
six feet gauge road from New York to the Pa
cific ocean, running through Missouri, Ar
kansas, Texas, Northern lIIexico, and Califor
nia.
The estimated cost is $100,000,000,
which is to be the capital of the company. It
is said that thirteen of'the most responsible con
tractors of the United States have undertaken to
build one hnndred miles each on the route
above described, and to take in payment fifty
per cent. cash, twenty-five per cent. in the
bonds of the company, and twenty-five per cent.
country, but may do so at some future period.
in its stock.
�"_'�J'"
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Photography on Stone.

Recent Foreign Inventions.
CAP�L;DRA.1tl CANNEL.
Carbon
•
•
•
56'. 1
NEW EXPLOSIVE COMPOUNDS (GUN POWDER
Hydrogen
S'8
. •
O"ygep, .
•
•
8-:8" AND PRIMING. )-George Winnewater, of London,
Nitl'o.gen .
1 "9
'21; patentee.-Thel'e are three explosive compounds
Sulphur· •
Ash .
.
25 '4·

.

The only difference between the two was,
that this was a better gas coal than the other.

The further scientific evidence went to establish,
that this mineral burnt exactly like a Cannel
coal-that, when heated in a retort, its products
were exactly those of a Cannel.
Dr. Douglas Maclagan exposed this substance
to the action of naphtha, which made substances
containing bitumen yield it; he found only an
infinitesimal quantity-:-mcre traces of it. Shale
was a mineral with a larger q\lantity of earthy
matter than coal, but the. earthy matter in

The" Comtes Rendus" says that M. Barre
swill and Lemercier propose to prepare a nega
tive picture on paper, and then produce a po
embraced in the patent. No. 1 is composed sitive picture on lithographic stone. The nega
of fulminating mercnry 300 parts by weight; tive is obtained by any method, the most rapid
chlorate of potassa 288 parts, snlphate of anti being preferable. The positive is produced by
mony 312; of charcoal 40; of nitre 20; ferro a fatty or resinous coating laid on the stone,
cyanide of potassium 23; binoxyde of lead 6; and capable of being rendered soluble in some
and etheroxylin (that is 75 pyroxylin dissolved solvent by the action ot light (and perhaps of
in 150 of sulphuric acid) 900 parts. No. 2 con oxygen). The negative is laid upon the stone
tains fulminating-zinc 75 parts; ·chlorate of po thus prepared, and covered with a glass plate;
tassa 4; sulphite of antimony 'i; binoxyde of the whole is then exposed to the sun, the stone
lead 15 ; ferro cyanide of potassium 1 ; ether is then washed with the solvent, and then treat
oxylin, 224. No.3 consists of amorphous phos ed by the ordinary processes of lithography.
phorous 75 parts; binoxyde of lead 64; char The authors have hitherto employed asphaltum
.coal 9; nitre 6; and ethero·xylin 107. These for coating the stone, and sulphuric ether as the
materials are ground separately and mixed with solvent. They expect in this manner to repro
great care. They are made into pellets and used duce lithographs.
-------��.�..�.-------
both as substitutes for gunpowder and for pri

this substance was incompatable with its being a
shale. Carbonaceous matter was the base of
this mineral, and not clay. Prof. Frankland
could discover no bitumen in it, but its gas pro
ming-percussion composition.
ducing powers were much greater than those of
O IL FROM COAL SHALE S, &c.-J.Perkins, of
bituminous coal.
Manchester, Eng., patentee.-This invention is
It was found among the ordinary coal strata.
for distilling at a low temperature coal shales,
Several scientific witnesses of the highest repute
and other bituminous substances found in the
were then examined upon the structure of the
'carboniferous formations yielding bituminous
mineral as exhibited by the microscope. Its
matter, and obtaining therefrom paraffine. The
structure was vegetable, characteristic of the
apparatus used is simply a common gas retort,
fossil plants of the coal formation. The woody
built up in brickwork and heated by a fire, to
fibre, and the cellular tissue, were found in this
whicj:J. is connected a coil of iron pipe immersed
mineral, while shales did not exhibit any traces
in cold water to condense the distilled matters.
of vegetable structure.
MAKING CAIIBONATE OF SODA.-Chas. F.
After the jury had been addressed by most
eminent counsel on both sides, the Lord President Merckshagen, of Barmen, Prussia, patentee-The
summed np. The jury were to determine whe inventor mixes sulphate of soda with charcoal,
so
ther the substance in question fell within the and calcines them to produce sulphuret of
with
it
mixing
by
decomposed
thisi3.then
dium;
term whole coal in the demise, for it was not
pretended that it came within any other terms an .-excess of bicarbonate of soda and exposing
specified in it. On the one side there were four the mixture ill a moist state in a reverberatory
geologists, who gave it as their opinion that it furnace. The product is then washed, evapora

was not coal, and five on the other side who ted and dried.
said it was coal, all speaking with perfect since
NEW METALLIC ALLOY.-Andre M. Massonett,
rity, according to what they, as geologists, class of Paris, France, patentee.-Take of copper fi
ed as coal. Men of the highest reputation in lings 5 ozs.; burnt calamhlC or zinc 12 1-2 ozs. ;
geology and chemistry had been examined, but bitartrate of potash 10 ozs.; hydrochlorate of
they differed very much in opinion. On one ammonia or nitrate of potash 5 ozs.; quick
side there were five of the most eminent chem lime 1 1-4 ozs.; these are melted together in a
ists, who had applied all their skill and energy crucible and cast into ingots.
to find out whether it was coal or not, and who
To PREPARE WOOD FOR RAILWAY SLEE PERS.

had expressed themselves as clearly of opinion
that it was not coal, while ten, equally eminent
on the other side, were of a diametrically oppo
site opinion. Is this substance, then, a coal or
not, in the ordinary language of those who deal
in it, and of the country? because to find a scien
tific definition of coal after what has been brought
to light for the last five days would be, he said,
indeed a difficult thing. The jury, after retiring
about five minutes, returned with a verdict for
the defendants, thus establishing that, in their
opinion, the substance in question was, in effect,
coal, and removing altogether from the compa
ny the slightest imputation of concealment and
deceit.

-Wm. Romaire, of London, patentee.-:F'or 50
cubic feet of timber take 3 bushels of unslacked
lime, 1 gallon of the oil of gas tar, and as much
water as will cover the wood. These are placed
in a tank lined with lead and boiled-the wood
in the liquor-for about three days. The tim
ber is then removed and either dried in the sun,
or in ovens heated to 70 deg. If the timber is
to be used in very hot climates, about 4 ounces
of arsenic should be added to the solution. The
timber so prepared is excellent for docks as well
liS railways.

Delegate. to the 'Vorlds Fair from \Vashington.

At the last meeting of the National Institute
at vVashington, the following Delegates were
appointed to visit the Exhibition of the World's
Fair at the Crystal Palace, New York :-Col.
Peter Force, Prof. A. D. Bache, Prof. Joseph
Henry, Capt. vVm. Ea,sby, Robert Mills, Esq.,
Prof. J.H. C. Coffin, Commander Chas. Wilkes,
Prof. L. D.Gale, Dr. Thos. T. Everett, J. C. C.
Kennedy, Dr. Daniel Breed, Wm. Q. Force,
Esq.
They will meet in the city of New York on
the first, Tuesday of October, at 9 o'clock, A.
M., and visit the Exhibition during the week.
It is expected that each delegate will select
some subjects upon which he will make a re
port.
Prof. Gale, and Drs. Everett and Breed are
Examiners in the Patent Office.
.. . ."

..

Agassiz'. Cabinet Sold.

The" Boston Traveller" has been informed
that the valuable cabinet of many thousand spe
cimens in Comparative Anatomy, Mineralogy,
and other sciences, collected in the course of
years by that distinguished savant, Prof. Agas
siz, has been purchased for the University at
Cambridge, at the price, as is rumored, of'
$12,500, the greater part of which, it is said,
was obtained by private subscription.
... 'CID' ...

New Rind of Cotton.

A new kind of cotton has been brought fi'om
among the Pino Indians of New!fexico, by an
officer of the �Iexican Boundary Commission.
Its peculiarity consists in a fine silky staple, su
perior in length and strength to all kinds previ
ously known. vVe learn that the seed has
been introduced into Texas, and that the plllnt
will soon be grown there extensively. It has
also the great advantage of not degenerating,
and not requiring a renewal of seed. The plant,
PESERVING METALS FRo}[ CORROSION.-John if all these peculiarities are proved permanently
Carvalho de Mideiros, of Paris, patentee.-This to belong to it, must effect a revolution in cotton
invention consists in applying mercury to any raising.
The evidence in this tase, impresses us pain metallic surface, to which it can be applied to
.. ,'0''''
A New Railroad for Broadway.
fully with respect to the chemical abilities of preserve iron or any sheathing of ships from be
A new elevated railroad for Broadway, in
men whose names are now famous in the annals ing attacked by barnacles, &c., it also prevents
vented by Wm. Dietz, of Albany, has been very
of science. What a conflict; and that not on
oxydization.
favorably noticed by some of our cotemporaries;
the specnlative opinion of whether the mineral
-------4
..�
. ..
..�.�.
__-----as we may be able to present an engraving of it
was coal or shale, but the details ()f every anal·
Soap and Paint.
Soap or strong soap-suds, will destroy green in a few weeks, we will not further allude to it
ysis. It is indeed difficult to reconcile experi

tar than any other coal, and much less ammonia;
and that although not coal, it had been probably
so called from also producing gas, which it pro
duced of' high quality.
On the part of the defendants, Prof. Johnson,
of Durham, Prof. Ramsey, of London, Professor
Hoffman, Chemist in the Government School of
Mines, Professor Fyfe, Dr. Douglas Maclagan,
Dr. Gregory, Professor Frankland, Mr.Dicenson,
Government Inspector of Coal Mines in England,
and a number of other scientific, practical, and
operative witnesses were examined. The result
of their evidence was, that it was a coal of the
Cannel or Parrot kind, differing in no essential
respect from that sort of coal, but agreeing ge
ologically and chemically with it in all its cha
racteristics. Professor Hoffman, who had been a
and for some time assistant, of Liebig, ments, when one chemist produces 10 parts of paint mQre readily than any other colors.
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ford, Ct. (assignor to Merrill H. Fnrbush & Geo. Cromp
patented Nay. 25, 1837 ;
toni of Worcester, M_ass,.)
extended April 9, 1851 : re·issued Sept. 13, 1853 : I claim
b
e
j
ft� �fA�:�!d ����'e�::r� ��
in combination
harness or h ddle , for
the purpose of
the shed.
Second, the combination of the jacks, constructed·. and
as described,
lifter and depresser.
Third. the combination of the
chain or cylin
der with the
constructed as described.
Fourth. arranging and connecting the lifter
which op.erate the jacks
suCh a manner �hat
they shaU. opera,te simultaneously to elevate and
and warps in forming the shed, as described .
l!'ifth, giving motion to the pattern chain or cylinder,
described.
Sixth, the combination of the pattern chain or cylin�
del' with the
lifter. and depresser, as described.
Seventh, so constructing
arranging the lifter and
depresser, and the hooks or projections on the jacks� with
to each other, as set forth, as to bring the up·
the lower warp all
t
�a��( l ��
er;:�� .
�;r�th��: �ll�;ll\b
f l�
I do not claim broadly the bringing of the warps into
said planes.
Eighth. connecting
jacks to the bottom tred·
dIes or levers,
wires or their equivalents, to
against the tubes or bars of the pattern
cylinder or chain, when not thrown out by the r llen
projections thereon.

. first

�fS��i�: i:��� %:t��,���SbC:

required,

opening

arranged

]Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
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GEAR OF VARIABLE CUT·OFF VALVES FOR STEAU EK�
GINEs-By M. "r. Baldwin. of PhiladeJphia, Pa. : I claim
the arrangement of . the sliding pivot block fitted with a
'Stem, connected with the sector by straps, chains, or
cogs, the haud lever, and the intermediate connecting
mechanism,
described.

as

INDIA RUBBER- SOLES FOR BOOTS A'ND

SnoEs-By

John

and

of

toto

the

an

or

beIng

Geo.

a
side the
or

and one

In th e

made

or

of the Patent Office, says :-

but squeeze a " Highland bagpipe " into the back

interests of real men of genius, and tending to per

could only be controlled, we have nothing to do

end of a boiler, and any amount of power could

cle of air is ever pumped into the boiler in the

mental to the literary class.

The worst of this theory is, that not a parti

without exception, by being passed throngh the
heater, it is very nearly at the boiling point, say
2 1 0 degs.

Every intelligent engineer knows

that this expels the air as effectually as

if it were

under an exhaust pipe.
This subject of explosions has been mystified
quite too much : do not let the true fact be ob
scured by inexperienced writers ;-proclaim the
truth, that in ninety-nine cases out of every hun
dred, explosions occur from negligence of the

engineer, in letting the water get low in his
boilers.

Keep up a good supply of water

place a limit to excessive pressures, and employ

me to make a short statement as

subject in hand, and as it is now started, allow
perience goes.

far as my ex

I have been an operator on a

Morse line for the last . four years, and should

wished for something cheaper and more con
venient, taking out each cup and cleaning

gine stops ; the water in the boiler then goes on

boiling until all the air bubbles are boiled off
from the water &c. &c.

Again in connection he

says, the engineer then starts the engine ; this
starts the pump, which throws a stream of air

charged with water, directly into the glowing fiu
id.

Then comes the terrific conseqnences &c.

Now Messrs. Editors if this is an explanation,

the result must be unifOlm ; it must be infalli
ble, and every steam boiler pursuing the rou.tine

described must and will be blown up.

That all

are not blown up sufficiently, perhaps, overturns

morning, is no �mall trouble.

it

About eighteen

ced the zinc cylinder.

Into the glass vessel is

put a strong solution of sulphate of copper, and
in the porous cup pure water, some would per
haps add a few drops of sulphuric Iwid, but this
is not necessary. as the

acid contained in the

sulphate of copper will shortly penetrate the po

this beautiful theory ; but

ries which have ever been written in explanation

telegraphing.

H. 'r01Yll end, of New York City : I claim, first, thn com�
billation Sof a cam and eccentric by means of the se-ctor

rance or want of knowledge of the existing ar
rangements

two cups for one year-

the

of steam boiler explosions that show more igno

1VQRKING THE VALVES OF STEAM ENGINES-By Richard

or its equivalent. to operate on the valve or parts that
m lYe the same, and cnt off or work with the full pressure
by the eccentric, according to the position of said sector,
as described.
Second, I claim adjusting the position of the sector l?y
of the ,governor
the screw, or o ther SUlt�
able means, Whereby the governor regulates the position
of t.he sector t.o communicate the desired motion to the
valve of the
from the eccentric or cam, or both�
according
the power required from
engine, as spe
cified.
'l'hird, I
the rod and points
motion from
the
at its extremes of motion, and communicate
the same by means of the right
le er to the throt�
or stop valves,
specified.

boilers now in use on our Western rivers of " trag

pumps to supply the boilers, and are separate

the
to take
angle v

and distinct from the main engille, and are never

started simultaneously with the main engine.

Very often the doctor may not be started at all ;

this depends entirely UPOll theewill o f t h e engl-

tionary

neeI' ; he must either start i t before h e goes to

re

the other or afterward ; if he should start
fore, why the explosion

woven

warp a
and aver
ap

if delayed

A brazen and impudent pretender rises

with his budget of resolutions, or his speech, at
every turn, brimful of humbug and himself, and

so sickens off men of merit, that they leave the

field to the braggadocio and the little circle who
may be deluded
support.

by his boasts into toleration or

The folly, the contemptible silliness,

the arrogance of some of these universal hum
bugs who have figured in literary and inventive

associations, must even now be remembered
with a smile by the members of these bodies.
'Ve appeal to them if their experience does not

recur to some Katerfelto starting from his chair
at the first pause after organization, and insisting

cocted during a nightmare.

These vain and

selfish idiots, their insufferable vanity, and the

disgust inspired by their presence, have hither
to prevented any concert
tors to effect any good.

bf action among inven

The same cause hal!

6 zinc cylinders

25 cts. per piece

I

[The :Patent Laws are not yet perfect j there

are some reforins required, and these will

ber of Inventors' Oonventions have been held in

this city and elsewhere, for the purpose of re

and j ust such charac
and do
with them, hellce such convellti()ns reslllted in
evil inStea'd of good. Honest and worthy in"en
tors have beelljostled aside by pirates who pre
tended to be their friends.
forming the Patent Laws,

ters have always had too much to say

...

$7, 7 5

Total

Olmstead's, same number of cups, and the

same time-

10 lbs- 5ulphate of copper 10 cts. per lb.

2 zinc cylinders 25 cts.

50

Total

$1 ,50

Balance in favor of Olmstead's, $6,25
This would make in a main or line battery of

Another item

once in operation, all that is necessary is to

phate

•

. .

"

•

work for months, merely adding crystals

of sul
of copper when it secms to give way.
Of c()urse the zinc cylinders will have to be
cleaned about once a month, and at the same
tinle fresh water placed il1to the porous cup.
There are no nitrous fumes, and therefore no

corrosion at

th e connections.

..

Gold_
M . . Theodore Taffereau has laid a paper bE)
fore the Academy of Sciences at Paris, in which
He believes that there are very few

with 80me unknown body, hitherto not studied,

but which of itself alone modifies the properties
of this radical, and thus presents us apparently

$1,00

" throws a stream

of air charged with water,"
nor even " a stream of water charged with air."
Taking all the steamboats upon the Western
rivers, perhaps 700 in all, few are Without doctors, and so few ail t() be of' little moment in the
"
· · Th
. era
. . ge capa. .
exammatlOn 0f th e BUb'aect.
. e av
.
:
•
Clty of th e forcmg pumps WIll not exceed 1 5 0
cubic inches at a single stroke j noW then, giv.
.
in g e very latitude to Mr. Hunt's premises, what

_

l\fanufllcturing

" the forty metals now assumed to be such are in

break the circuit during the night, and it will

o.

cessive shyness."

reality compound ones, probably of one radical

much fairer statement of the case, though with-

·

the form either o£ excessive impudence or ex

simple substances in nature, and considers that

is the convenience, there is no taking out the

out any foundation in fact-for the pump never

as

fected by inordinate self-conceit, which takes

means.

$ 6, 25
1,50

Had Lieut. Hunt said the pumps threw a stream cups every evening and cleaning them, if it is

SC1>EW FASTENINGS FOR BOOTS ANn SaoTs-By John
& Robert Snell. of Brooklyn, N. Y. : We claim
the col:nbination,
described·, of
screws" (If
forms nut for
will
it secure un
til it is all worn away.

FANCY POWER Loo"s_'&�'��Y�iam Crompton, of Hart-

result ?

with forty bodies, while
one."

in reality there is but
thi�

He asserts that he has discovered

body, by which the radical is converted into
gold.

[The above

exchanges.

we have seen in a number of our

Mons. Traffereau is no doubt more

would follow at once, thirty cups, a difference of $93,75, saying no
rogue than fool.
until after the main engine is started. thing about the mercury which can be entire

of water charged with air, it would have been a

ing saws in mor,ion by the elastic pressure of compressed
air, or its equivalent.

descl'lbed.

it be-

they now do at the 2nd or 3rd rev()lution.

cross·

two
:'V:ttich
the other, and h'old
I,ARD LAMPS-By L. A. S tOCk well , of Batavia, N. Y. : I
claim the combination of a reservoir of a lamp for burnillg lard or tallow, with an outer covering so arranged as
form an air. chamber surrounding the reservoir, ill the
tomanner

Oall a national convention of in

local battery of he asserts that he has produced gold by artificial

50 lbs. nitric acid at 12 cts. per lb.

explosions would not follow so uniformly as ' ly dispensed with in Olmstead's

filling.

HANGING MILL SAws-By , J ames Rankin, of Detroit,
Mich. : I claim the arrangement of an air chamber, cy�
lindeI'. and valve, �iS described, for the purpuse of strain·

Chilcott
one
a

The expense of Grove's for II.

The doctors upon the Western rivers are

small engines (not pumps) for driving the force

:nLI.NUFACTURE OF PLAr� AND FIGURED F1.BRICs-By
Frederick 'V. Norton. of Lasswade, Great Britain : T do
not confine or restrict
to the precise details or ar�
r<1ngement which I
had occasion to describe or
fer to, as many variations may be
therefrom. with�
o ut deviating
principles or main features of my
invention.
I claim. first,
manufacture of
fabrics by
cross�weaving. by carrying the cross warp alternately
over sta,tiollary warp, and binding the cross�waJ'p on
each side of the stationary
by shot of
Second, carrying contiguous movable cross-warps over
and across each other's path,
one or more sta�
tional'Y warps. and binding said ci'oss warps to the 'sta·
warps by shots of filling.
11hird, the manufa.cture of ornamental fabrics by
weaving elongated printed w r s, as described.

a

of pumps, doctors, engines, and

ic reputation " than the article quoted.

through

made

mechanism.

ventors or authors, and what is the inevitable

no
doubt be brought about in the way and by the
is merely a lDodification of Daniells' j it consists
means pointed out by the " Wall Street Jour
of a strong glass cup holding about a quart, into
nal." The picture drawn in the above of the
this is placed a cylinder of copper sheeting, then
officious Katerfelto is true to the life. A num
comes a porous cup, and again into this is pla
months ago I heard of Olmst�ad's battery, which

CUTTER HEAD FOR :MOL "LDING 1\IAcHINES""':'ny Josiah M.
Smith, of New York City ': · I claim the combination of the
slotted supporting flanges, or their equivalents, with
chisels hinged
operated as set forth.

myself
have
from the
the

securing adequate protection by law for proper

ty in intellectual labor, whether in literature or

on reading a bombastic series of resolutions, full

rous cup and action commence. One cup of
I wish to follow it up this battery is nearly equal to one of Grove's, I
BooT JACKS-By · Samuel 13. Sumner, of Grantville,
Mass. : I claim the application to an instrument for ta a little more closely, for I do not think a docu
king off boots of the side bars, 13, the shaft and the bar, ment can be found among all the absurd theo say neal"ly, as'I do not think it quite eo, but the
D. arranged and operating in the manner as described.
difference is 80 small that it i$ of no moment in

as

'Ve allude to the

j the truth is, that when the intrusion of pirates, pretenders, and humbugs
water reaches the pump, in all the western boats into every society organized for the purpose ()f

it may be boiled by the application of colI! to

gine itself, stops the water supply when the en

devices

tle

Similar causes have been at work here detri

ordinary running

ture in making steam) being worked by the en every evening, and again. putting it in in the

tbeJurer'V:ening line of. panels may separate midway and
swing in direction of the current, 01'
substantial�
lyequivalel1t.

hlock

petuate evils in the Patent Office, by destroying

sympathy for the labors in the public mind.

more competent than myself, would take this

supplying the water to the engine (a new fea

liquor, its
between
a
tMt of
the
e
FENCES�By HerveyS. RO:'ls, of Oincinnati, Ohio : IchUm
.the zig.:zag and interlocked.'3;rrangement of panel,- su.P�
e
i
h��ri�
�},:j�i�[ s�t�e�� �h�tSt�v�s�rJdre n;��ri�\�' .��r�
nished with inclined hook and eye. each of said middle
panels being provWed with boards , sloping ,in- .opposite
directions, so tha.t by the action of a flood, each half of

to engine
daim

" But there are outside influences injurious to the

b(l created at pleasure.

vacuum boils at 140 degs. less temperature than

boat stops at the wharf; the " doctor" or pump

facilitate

means

and UTrongs.

The " Wall Street Journal," of this city, after

in- know something about it. For two years I used prevailed among authors ; in mct, the literary
class is morbid, and but very few are unaf
to the boilers, and in his explanation he says the Grove's battery, but during all this time I often

while

and

Rights

C. G. B.

of a society
MESSRS. EDIToRs--In No. 46, page 363, of sound and fury, or a constitution
I noticed a communication under t h e head of in which he hopes to be factotum, SO utterly com
in a telegraph batteries ; I often wished some one plicated and impracticable as to seem as if con

that air bubbles or aerated water be thrown

claim h
and ex·

as
is
kiers,

Inventors---Their

..

"'0

Lieut. Hunt makes it essential to an explosion

and
of

the

... . ,.

6 of " air bubbles j" at this rate these air bub some censurable remarks on the management

.. . .. t ..

the out side of the boiler.

Ohio :

gOOds,

Nazareth, Pa. , Sept. 1 0, 1 8 53-

bles are agents of tremendous power, and if they

Tciegrllph Batteries.

in the open air, and under certain circumstances

or

of

round numbers, 500,000 inches of water against

statement hardly needs a contradiction, for per

can get, boils as readily as any other, an�

REVOLVI�G MANDR.EL FOR 'LINING .cYUNDERS 'WITH ME·
'l'AL-By
Potts, -of rCincinnati,
I claim
the revolving mandrel, furnished with one or more roll
ers, whose distance from the axis of the mandrel can be
increased or diminished by lneans of a nut, sleeve.
conical head, as described, or ,any equivalent device, for
purpose of lining with one metal the interior
a
cylinder formed of another metal.
BUCKING CLOTH-By Andrew Robeson, Jr., of Newport,
R. 1. Patented in England Nov. 8, 1852 : I
t e cm�
ployment of closed kier or vessel. as described,
tracting the bowking liquor from the lower part of it. Hnd
e
e
o
a i
r�j�-���d���� i�t� ��� �p�:;���l�(r�� s:fd �s sSel���a
on
top
the
whereby.
the bowking li
quor is b'eing thrown on the top of the mass of goods, the
steam is constantly and simu1taneous�y made to press
upon and pass into and thrOUgh the goods, and
action of. the, bowking
and
passage through
the cloth,
stated.
[What
the difference
this pl n and
c�osed
for clearIng Turkey-red goods-the .cIa,
sed vomitfng boiler ? 'Ve can se none.--ED.]

the

rage, on each boat, about 1 , 6 00 gallons, or, in

with a limited surface, would not boil," &c. This

knows that as perfectly deaerated water as

of Cincinnati. Ohio : I claim the construction and appli·
flutter wheel, �overnor. and
cation to a safety
eqUlvalet devices,
described,
supplementary lever,
in
o ensure promptness of action and an increa,se
of vent, according t o the force of steam : and , this · I
claim either with
without the adjustable link and
counter weight. as described.

a

" Scientific American " of the 3rd inst.,

corners of the water in the boilers, which ave

haps there may not be one in a thousand but

SAFETY VALNF.:S FOR STEAM BOILERs--By Z. H. Mann,

the

the

inches ; now this is injected into the remotest

B. competent engineers-are rules of more valne
U. S. N. ; to me the whole article is ex than all the abstrnse theorres that can be writ
tremely illogical and ".qnantitatively " unmean ten. Show me a good supply of water and I
ing. He says that " perfectly deaerated water, will risk the air bubbles.
A." ENGINEER.

the
it

George

claim

will be the proportion of air contained in this commend itself. The platina of .a . Grove's will
water ? It is less than 4 per cent, or 6 cubic pay for the whole of an Olmstead's.

Hunt,

SH.AP1� OF SCYTHEs-By )Ym. P. Greenleaf, of Washing�
ton, N. II. : I elaim wide.ning all(i curving the blade -of
the scythe
shank, in the manner (iescribed, for
purpose of strengthening the l3ame · and adapting
to
cutting bushes
well as grass.

valve of
as

the grain
or reti·

you published an abstract of a paper by E.

s s

order t

any

Steam Boiler ExplosiOlls-Lieut. Hunt Criticised.

springs for supporting said vertical springs, or for In
creasing
elasticity so that a person . lying upon the
bed will be equally supported on all ide , as described.

as

or

[For the Scientific American.]

t
t
r
a
�lfh l�nSP:l�lS�i��� ���.�gCO��t��gl�k �1 ��r:� ��t�lN�
at the

o

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENT.
WINNOWER8 ANlJ 'rHRESHERS-By
F. S. Zimmer�
man, of Charlestown, Va. }�il'st patented 1i'eb. 8, 1853 : I
claim constructing the suction pipe or tube, of
del'!ired
form. with sliding hinged flap bottom, attaching said
tube to the
of
thresher or winnower in any posi
tion, and al�o nttacning said pipe or tube to
discharge
bagging spout, having a sieve like
culated bottom. and using said attachments in combina
tion, for the purpose of cleaning and chaffing, or douhle
n
it
l
l i
:�d �;���o������l�i o� �g:re� t �t �t�d:�f.�g ���gir;�{:
nation.
in
operation. and at the same time, as
set forth.
I do not, however,
inventing or originating
of grain, but simply the peculiar combi
nation mentioned.
�
..
, .��----.
-------c

BED BOTTD:'tIS-By Pierre Demeure & Auguste l\Iauritz,
of New York City : 'Ve claim the manner of construct�

the

or

there� double cleaning

this

the

jacks,

s

and de·
dcp.ress

in

hold the jacks
other

leather

heel,

pattern

the hook
by inclined

CrrTTI�G BOOTS AND SHOES-By John Chilcott & Robert
Snell, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Patented in Belgium Sept. 10.
1852 ; in France Sept. 17, 1852 ; in ];ngtand Sept. 30,1852 :
'Ve . do not claim the manufactm'e of boots without
crimping ; but we claim the form of the piece of
or otner material,
described, by which we are enabled
to make what is termed the " upper leather )) of a boot,
n o t ahsolutely deformed, of
to fit allY leg,. foot, and
piece, without crimping or joining other pieces
form heing
to,
distinguishing characteristics of
tha.t one half 01' side of the boot is formed by a part, A,
\YItnout j oint, and
other half or side by the junction
of a part, B, folded from the back of the side, A, and part,
C h, which is partly cut from, or which when Oat lays
c1of'le or near to the front of A above the instep, and part�
of such
Iy folded over from the instep · ; the patt Oh
the foot. and extend round
form one side
s hape as
heel
the other side, A. and cover
opening
in the lower part of the back, to give the required form
to the heel, and also to make part
all of the necessary
stiffening.

onetile

e

fl�i�

or

as

with the

rei"erence

Ch ileott & Robert Snell, of Brooklyn. N . Y. : We claim
constructing the whole, or any portion of the sole o( a
boot or :mOe, as described, of india rubber, with the m·
edges covered and protected by leather, which
side
united with it by any wuter·proof cement, with
without stitching, and forms a hard, firm, leather edge.

is

jacks.

presser
the jacks
as

with the

11

+

He merely revives the old

piece of scoundrelism, by which humbug-al
chemists cheated so many crowned fools

during

the middle ages.

New York �fechanic.' Institute.

At the regular monthly meeting, on the 13th
inst., James Rodges, Esq., Chairman, and Mr_
John Tagliube, Sec'y., it was lDoved, seconded,
and voted, that the Jnstitutc now proceed to fill
.
the vacancies in its corps of Officers and Direct
ors, and that the ballots should be cast for
each candidate separately ; whereupon Charle!!

Perhaps some H. Dele"l'an was elected second Vice-President,

telegraph operators who are tired of Grove's

battery, can benefit by

C. Godfrey Gunther third Vice-Pl'esident, and

it, and all I have to tell Messrs Charles Burdell, Thomas Hunt, O. H.
is, try it with a local of two cups, and it will re- Hankins, and M. C. Tracy were elected Directors_
::

© 1853 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

� thntifit �m£ritan .
to increase at pleasure the leverage of the weight.

holds the valves open by ordinary velocity, but balanced by a weight, N, sufficient for the
g, above the drum when the fan has been revolved with a rapidity etrength of the blast required, renders said pis
or fan case, j, there is an opening, g', which that will cause a partial vacuum in the chest, g, ton extremely sensitive to the least variation of
il
communicates through end chambers, g , with it is evident that the piston, k, will be forced the blast, causing it to regulate the supply of air

�nh£ntillns.

In either end of the chest,

a

the open ends of the fan case.

Locomotive Sp rk Arrester.

The action of down in its box,

Edmond Mahony, of Pittsburg, Pa., has in the weight spoken of on the eccentric pulley,
vented and made arrangements to secure a pa
The improvement

to a distance depending on in a very desirable manner.

o is the hopper having a swinging door, P,

upon the exterior of which is the screw, Q, and

CANBY'S GRAIN WINNOWER. ···Number 1.

tent upon an improved spark arrester, or loco
motive smoke stack.

j,

the relative forces derived from the suction of

is the

weight, R, movable upon it.

in the hopper until it has spread evenly over the

construction of a stack, by placing in the upper

bottom, when it will gradually raise the door,

part of the chimney an inverted cone, within

P, and pass

the top of the smoke and steam pipe, which is
expanded into an inverted frustum.

weight of the grain.

of said cone is also connected with a deflector

'

OPERATloN.-The weight, N, is first regula-

By this arrangement the inventor

I

claims a great increase in the draught of the fire,

adjustments, the machine is set in motion and

and near the top of the chimney, within which

the grain is thrown into the hopper,

the current of air generated by the motion of

0, the door,

P, will prevent its sudden rush out, and cause it

the locomotive will rise and aid the escaping

able noise common to all high-pressure engines,

R, is also adj usted to the weight of the grain in

the hopper, besides which the valve, a, is ar

ranged so as to divide the blast according to the
I nature
'of the grain. After these preliminary

which object is further sought to be obtained by

the employment of a flaring ring surrounding

cones will, to some extent, obviate the disagree

a, which

ted to the amount of blast required, and the one

the apex of which projects above the top of the

inventor also claims

The winnowing portion of

is operated by the screw, a , and the nut, a " .

mentioned is placed a cone, with elliptic sides,

The

current,

being regulated by the swinging valve,

Upon the deflector above

smoke in its ascent.

uniform

T, the amount of blast to be thrown into each

the action of which the sparks are thrown against

that the peculiar arrangement of the inverted

an

the machine is divided into two channels, S, and

the sides of the chimney, whence they are washed

chimney.

out in

The weight, R, regulates the resistance to the

The base

formed by a frustum of greater inclination, by

away by the steam.

The object of this

arrangement is to confine the grain when thrown

the fan and pressure of the atmosphere upon r, taking a lower course and discharging below

the piston,

k, on the one hand, and the resisting the shoe.

The object of spout,

q, is to direct

weight upon the other, which increases as the the blast from the fan, so as to carry off the
weight is lifted, so that should the speed of the

ma-in bulk of the cheat and other light matter,

to spread evenly, over the bottom

of the hopper,

forcing up the door gradually, when it will de
scend uniformly through the aperture,

h, into

the passage, S, where it meets the first blast,

and, by the increased draught, will save two fan decrease, the tendency of the weight is to from the descending grain at the front of the which passing through the uniform stream of
thirds the fuel, and, at the same time, increase cause it to ascend. The action of piston, k, shoe. The grain descending from the lower grain, carries off the light impurities, allowing
the power. If so, this is one of the most valu therefore, governs that of the butterfly valves in edge of the screen into the hopper, u, passes the grain to fall upon the shelf, c, whence it
able inventions we have noticed for some time. opening and closing the area of the boxes in into the spout, r, and escapes through the aper passes in a regular stream into the channel, T,
receives the second blast, which drives off in
.. - ..
which they are placed, and consequently regula ture, v, in the floor. In its descent through
the direction of arrow, whatever light sub
Improved Root Cleaner.
ting the admission. of the air to the air chest, g. the escaping blast of the spout, r, the said blast
stance it may then contain, the grain falling
J. H. Fairchild and S. Richardson, of Jericho, By a proper arrangement of the eccentric
pul carries up all the lighter particles and discharges
"
completely cleaned, on the shelf, c , whence it
Vt., have applied for a patent upon an improved
ley spoken of, the butterfly valves can b e ren them at the forward extremity of the spout.
passes through the opening, d. After this se
root cleaner. The machine consists of two inclined
dered very sensitive to regulate the blast.
To adjust the force of the blast in either spout,
paration has taken place, and the light substan
revolving cylinders, the one within the other,
From the fan case, two spouts, q r, proceed, thete is a flap valve, W, hinged at the joining
ces are blown off in the direction of the arrows,
the outer being solid and the inner slatted. Be the one, !, leading up between the screen, S, and
line of the spouts and fan cases which is opera
tween the two there is a spiral slat so construct the riddle, t, of the shoe, so as to direct the ted by a rod, X, having a screw, Y, for working the full force of the blast is felt until the points,
ed that the dirt

'
e, and e , of the channels, S and

will, by the revolution of the blast centrically between the two, and the spout, it.

end of the machine,

and discharged separately

CANBY'S GRAIN WINNOWER····Number 2.

from the roots.
...

Improved

-

..

Grain Winnowing Mat54Ines.'

of the spout, the blast is weakened, which cau·

ses the heavier particles to fall through the
openings, jl' anq the lighter passes out of the

mouth, X..
REGULA.ToR.-The air

The annexed engraving is a central longitudi

openings, F and

nal section of a grain winnowing machine, for

paMes through

0, to the fan, A, which,

the
as it

revolves, creates a partial vacuum in the central

which a patent was granted to Samuel Canby,

of Ellicott's Mills, Md., on the 28th of last

T are reached,

when by reason of the widening of the mouth

cylinders, be collected, carrie d forward to one

chanlber, D, giving the piston,

Dec.

H, a tendency to

descend because of the atmospheric pressure on

The object of this improvement in such ma

of air to

its outer surface ; this inclination is counteracted

grain and not have it blown away b y its acciden

when the blast becomes too great by an inc.-case

chines is the adjustment of the blast
the shoe of the fanning

mill,

within the proper limit by the weight;,

so as to save the

of the fan's velocity, the vacuum below the pis

tal discharge along with the lighter refuse,
whenever the blast is in excess of its ordinary
rate, by an increaae of velocity. There is also a
device placed under the control of the operatOr,
whlch cnablce hiID to vary the distribution of
the blast to different portions of the apparatus,

ton becomes more perfect, which causes the
pressure on the outside surface of the piston,

H,
gravity of N, and depress the
piston ; this actuates the pinion shaft;, I, and
to overcome the

moves the valves which regulate the blast into·

the openings of the side chambers as described

according to the nature of the grain to be clean

before, so as to admit no more air than is requi

ed ; the arrows show the direction of the currerit

site to regulate the proper and uniform amount,

of air.

thus the equilibrium of the blast is maintained

a is the frame ;

shaking shoe ;

b is the hopper ; c is the
d is the conducting board.

These parts do not differ materially from those
in use ; e is an adjustable conducting shelf be

neath the riddle, t, by means of which the grain,

when light and dry, is delivered from the riddle

on the screen near the rear end thereof, to pre
vent the grain being carried off with the light
matter, and when the grain is damp or other

The annexed engraving is

a longitudinal ver- uniform current into the first blast channe\. under different velocities of the fan,

s, near the front end thereof.

This is done by

The third part of the invention consists in pass

portant regulation, especially when animal pow

el Canby, on the 9th of last month, (August.)

that the uniform current of grain entering the

the fan moves slowly, the upper surface of the

pass steadily into the second blast, where the

to rise, and thereby the inlet

patent was granted to the same inventor, Samu- ing the blast through two channels, so arranged
The first part of the improvement is similar in
some respects to the one embraced in the fore-

going illustration and description, and consists
in constructing above the fan chamber and the

first, shall, after being acted upon by the blast,
cleaning is completed.

The amount of blast

into the several chambers is regulated by a
swinging door at the entrance of the channels,

er is employed to drive the machine.

When

piston is relieved from pressure, which allows it

pasoages are open

ed fully to admit a blast that does not expand

when it gets inside of the machine.

The weight,

N, is variable for regulating the strength of the

apartments, the sides of the exterior containing so as to divide the blast according to the requir blast for different kinds of grain, and for the
openings for the admission of the air, the central ed amount of air for each channel. A is the fan perfect regulation of the machine, so as to let

in or out. The shoe, c, is apartment being furnished with a piston suspen- made to revolve in chamber, B, air being admit none of the grain pass out with the lighter mat
in the usual manner, and is ded by a cord passing over an exterior pulley ted through the passages, C, at the ends of the ters at spout, X. The shelf, c", causes the

drawing the board, e,

hung to the frame

a very im

tical section of a Grain Winnower, for which a

wise heavy, so as to require a great amount of opening into it, a regulator, consisting of three

winnowing action, it is delivered on the screen,

N ; but

grain to bank open the valve, so that air is
from passing out with the cleaned
prevented
regulator
This
The fan case, j, is enclosed in a chest;, g. This pulley ; the underside of the piston being attach- consists of three apartments, (the figure being grain. The claim for this improvement is
chest serves as a channel to conduct the air ed to a rack rod meshing into a pinion upon a taken through the central one, the two side ones as follows : " the construction of the receiving
to the fan, j', from valve boxes which are fur shaft extending across the three apartments, are not shown.) In the apartments-one on and discharging passages for the grain, that is
nished with butterfly valves.
The two valve and thus operating two valves in the exterior each side of D-there is an opening in their the passages at door, H, passages, c and pass
"
boxes are placed one on each side of a larger chambers, and upon the same shaft as the pi- sides through which air passes to the fan. In sages c , in the manner and for the purpose set
one,j, which is like them, open below the chest, nion, so that the accurately balanced piston, shall the central apartment is the piston, H, suspend. forth." The regulating of the blast by the opeg. In said box is a piston, k, whose rod, h, has op en the air passages as the blast is weakened. ed by the cord, K, passed over the pulley, L. ration of the piston, H, opening and closing the
vibrated by

means

of a bell-crank attached

to a rod (not seen) connected to the fan shaft.

and balanced by a weight at the extremity of a

lever attached to the

chamber, which passages communicate with the

shaft of the suspending interior of the regulator, D.

a rack on one side, into which gears a pinion, or diminish their extent when the blast beComes On the underside of the piston, H, is the rack inlet passages according to the velocity of the
m, whose shaft is identical with that of th e but too strong. The second part of . the invention rod, F, which meshes into the pinion, G, upon fan is embraced in Mr. Canby'� first patent.terfly valves. This shaft extends at one end consists in arranging, in the front" part of the shaft 1. On the same shaft close to the sides ofthe By the two improvements a very perfect win

outside of the valve box, and has a pulley on it

�
l·

over which hangs a cord having a weight hung
upon it.

This pulley is so alTanged with a slot

in its side,

as

to

be set eccentrically

80

as

hopper, a swinging door which shall cause the side chambers are valves which can be made by

nower

of the hopper before raising the door and pass-

openings altogether or partially.

an

ing

mont

grain to distribute itself evenly over the bottom the revolution of the shaft, I, to cover the side

out, thereby causing the grain to flow in a

The arrange·

&c., we refer to
advertisement on another page of this

of suspending the piston, H, and having it bel'.

.' Arf
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is thus produced.
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Southern Mechanic ••

The progress of improvements in mechanism,
in our Southern States,

during the past few

-------

years, has been very rapid and creditable to our

American Institute has never done anything wor

losophical piece of mechanism in the Exhibi

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 24, 1 85 3 .

13

+

have no confidence in public

-but thus it is, some men sleep like old " Rip,'.

legislation ; it amounts in plain language to a and fancy all the world has been sleeping like
blotch, a grease spot upon the history of this themselves.
country.

Our business is not to quarrel with

public men, but we have so long and earnestly

-------�
�.�..
...�
.
------New Steamboat Law - Revocation of a Licen8e.

Southern mechanics. A powertul mechanical
The Inspectors of Steamboats for this district
genius is universal among our people, and is not sought for some change in the patent code-and have revoked the license of Washington Haws,
have done so in such tender and supplicating
How t o Observe.
confined to any one section or State in our coun
the Chief Engineer of the " New World," for
During the next month we will have two in try. The beautiful steam engine in the Crystal terms without effect, that patience has ceased to neglect and carelessness as to the cause of the
dustrial fairs in this city, namely, the Crystal Palace, from Montgomery, Ala., affords a stri be a virtue. If not thought unreasonable, we explosion of the flue of the boiler of said boat in
Palace Exhibition, and the Fair of the Ameri king example of the mechanical skill, displayed wonld again treasure up a small hope that some the month of July last. This engineer was hurt
can Institute at Castle Garden. Tens of thou in some of our Southern machine shops ; and thing might be done for inventors during the by the explosion, and the Inspectors delayed
sands of our countrymen will be here for the the Planetarium of Mr. Barlow, of Kentucky, is next session of Congress.
their examination and report on that account
._-..
_...
_
.. ---_...
purpose of visiting both of these places.
The perhaps the most ingenious, beautiful, and phi
until the 1 2th inst. This steamboat had three
Railway Improvement ••
thy of its mtme, and never will while it conti
nues to be managed as it has been ; the only
benefits derived from it have been from its year
Iy fairs, like those of other mechanics' institutes
in our country.

Such exhibitions of industry

do good by the competition which they engen

der among m>tnufacturers and

mechanicians,

and by the advantages for observation and com

parison presented to those who visit them and

examine for improvement to themselves ; to
such we would address ourselves, especially our
young mechanics.

There is certainly great pleasure to be derived

in seeing

beautiful machinery operate,

even

without understanding how its vario,ns motions

are produced, or by what particular means the
iron hands can spin, weave, print, make nails,

&c., but how infinitely higher is the pleasure
derived when all the motions of spindle, shut

tle, cylinder, &c., are known and understood,
how they are made to move in strict bnt dumb

tion.

We have had the pleasure of obtaining a

great number of patents, for Southern inventors,
during the past five years, and can, from this,
and also from our extensive correspondence,

bear witness to the activity of invention among
our Southern mechanics.

When we take up

nia, Georgia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Missouri,

Tenessee, &c. , and when we reflect upon the
magnificent natural resources of these States

be satisfied with the m�re pleasure derived from
seeing the machinery in motion,
skill displayed in its execution.

or the mere

No, he should

endeavor to gain a knowledge of " the why and

the wherefore of their operations," and unless he
does so he cannot observe to profit.

enough that a

manufacturing purposes than our Southern States,
yet they have more experience, and this is a
great advantage.

'Vithin the past few years,

however, a very active manufacturing spirit has
been kindled in the South, and many of the best

and made their homes in a warmer clime. These
dren will be an intelligent race afier them.

The

influence of intelligent mechanics in auy place

is of the first consequence to its growth and
prosperity.

'

It is not

Patents in

�

Cana a -Congress.

" Why does not the " Scientific American "

know as begin by recommending to Congress to reduce

the fee charged at Washington on a patent to

not know but he may be able to suggest and in any foreigner in the United States ?

The fee

vent an improvement in a machine, the farthest payable by an American is $30-by any other

removed, it may be, from his own trade and

A correspondent of the ' American Railway

countryman than a British subject $300-by a

calling ; this hint we would desire to impress Canadian $500.

sions would be lessened, if all the cars compo

to curves."-Ex.

It is an excellent plan for young men to keep

[The tubular iron sleepers may be cheaper
than wooden ones in England, but not in Ame
rica.

A system that might be economical in

one country would be expensive in another.

tract the attention.

The New Steamboat Law is very severe ;

We drew up a very full re

sures as ye meet, it shall be measured unto you

again," and now we suppose we cannot look for

political matter of it, in removing the inspector
who originated and spent so much time and mo

ney in having it passed.

Will the time ever ar

rive in our country when party feelings will give

We have examined the turn-table mentioned place to those of pure patriotism ?

above, since our correspondent noticed it among
articles in the Crystal Palace, a few weeks ago,
and have found it to be a contrivance long used
on some of our railroads in this country.

The

correspondent referred to, who proposes a long

flexible car, to lessen the mortality of railroad
The

fact is, however, that the length of cars, for
safety, on any railroad, must correspond with
the curves on the road : the greater the curves
the longer can the cars be built-every scientific
enginMr knows this.

On a railroad having ma

ny short curves, long cars are dangerous, yes,
and short ones too.

For safety, the fewer curves,

the better, and none of these should be bnort.

The only effectual remedy for railroad collisions is

in double tracks.

The genius expended in de

o4 . ,. r ..

The 'Vave·Llne of Ships - Old Fogy Periodicals

The " Tribune " of Monday, the 1 2th inst.,
It is not wise a change even though the English fee has been published a long article on the superiority of
to depend on memory altogether, especially in reduced. The fact is, our legislation is under American ship-builders, taken from a magazine
industrial exhibitions, where there is snch a va the control of windy, ignorant, time-serving, of this city, devoted to Engineering, and pub
riety of different objects, both to attract and dis spoils-grabbing, brawling politicians, who care lished two weeks ago. The re-publication of this
and take sketches, if required.

'Ve are glad to see the Inspectors doing their
duty.

ceedingly that our present goyernment made a

strongly, not only on the minds of young mecha view of the patent laws in 1 8 5 1 , in the shape of
vising other means than this, to prevent colli
nics, but upon the mind of every man who has a bill, but abandoned it on perceiving the person
sions, is a waste of mind. More genius has
the least taste for invention. Many, Ye!l, the al feelings of the ministry."
been imprudently expended on railroad improve
majority of the most important inventions which
In the very article copied into the " Message,"
ments than on any other class of inventions.
have been produced, were by men whose occu we advocated a reduction of our patent fee " to
How many plans have been devised for keeping
pations in their nature, were very far removed all stated residents in the colonies." So far as
out dust, and for proper ventilation, all of which
from the inventions which they produced. The the English American colonies are concerned,
could be more effectually obtained by means
inventor of the throstle spinning frame was a we would like to see established a mutual sys
well known, and of a more economical charac
barber ; the inventor Of the power loom was a tem of patents, as our interests with them are
ter. Thus, to prevent dust getting into the cars,
clergymllJl ; Fnlton was a painter and engraver ; becoming mutual and very important. On all
the best way is to have no dust upon the tracks
Whitney was a teacher ; Morse, the inventor suitable occasions we have urged upon Congress
-this is not an impossibility, bnt something
of the telegraph, was an artist ; and the inven to abolish the present miserable discrimination
easily accomplished. The sparks from the loco
tor of the neatest sewing machine in the Crystal between English subjects and all other fo
motive can be avoided by abandoning the use of
Palace was reared a cabinet maker. We might reigners, but we cannot consent to invite fo
a fuel which causes sparks ; this also is not an
adduce a great many more of such cases, but reigners to take patents here upon the same
impossibility. A fuel can be obtained which
these are enough for our purpose. Had these terms as though they were citizens of the United
neither produces smoke nor sparks ; let it be
men not observed correctly, they never would States, so long as their own governments continue
used in place of wood. We really do not see,
have lived to accomplish any good thing, and their present high fees. It would not cost much
how it is that so many prefer to deal in complex
had they been imbued with the foolish notion labor to prove the present system in vogue
remedies for evils, when more simple ones can
which is commonly expressed in the vulgar sen abroad much more than a genteel method of
be applied and with more lasting effect. It ap
timent, " let every man stick to his trade," they swindling honest inventors-in England espe
pears to us that too many of those gentlemen
never would have gained such honors as they cially. The United States Congress graduated
who are engineers and superintendents of rail
have extorted from admiring millions, nor left the patent fee in proportion to the charges of
roads, do not appreciate simple remedies for
their Ilames so deeply notched " upon the walls other governments.; thus John Bull received the
railroad evils.
of time."
full force of that excellent maxim, " such mea
note books, in which to record their observations,

50 have received attention.

Times ' suggests that mortality by railroad colli let them execute it with fidelity, and steamboat

dia rubber-it is the very thing desired.

long to it, though these should claim his atten
He does

In

A substitute for the railway turn table, an have applied for inspection and of that number

collisions, no doubt had his mind fixed upon in

... · 0 · ...

should observe all things exhibited which be lonial patents, " Mackenzies' Message " asks :He should endeavor to

consequence of an over-pressure of steam.

their report they state that ninety steam vessels

We regret ex

After copying our late remarks respecting co

much as possible about everything.

at less than half the cost of wooden sleepers.

Renwick, decided that the boiler gave out in

Our Northern States, with the exception of be so constructed as to be flexible, adapting itself especially on our western waters.

Pennsylvania, have less natural advantages for

mechanic of a certain trade

tion first.

and it is presumed that iron sleepers can be used

The inspectors, John M. Weeks, and Henry B .

Let them not

mechanics !lre all reading men, and their chil

mechanic, therefore,

advantages are

accidents will become very rare.

who visits an industrial exhibition, should not

Every

Many

syphon gauges, none of which were in order ;
one of the safety valves was also out of order.

the future looms up big with greatness and gran sing a train were made into one car-in other forget that constant vigilance is required. We
deur for them, in view of what our Southern words, let the whole train consist of but one long feel grateful for this law, as it has been the
mechanics have yet to achieve.
car, to contain passengers, baggage, &c., and to means of preventing many accidents ah'eady,

northern mechanics have taken up their abodes

direction.

sleepers for railways.

claimed for the iron over the wooden sleeper,

the map of our country, and look upon the English invention, i., on exhibition at ilie Crys
wide expanse embraced in the States of Virgi tal Palace.

obedience to the genius that arranged and gave

them

" A patent has been taken out in England for

semi-tubular wrought and cast iron transverse

It is only one man out of little and know less of the real wants of the na article now, after it has been published more

Trial Excursion.

On the 15th inst. an excursion was given on
the Hudson River R. R., for the purpose of
testing a plan for the prevention of dust, smoke,

and the noise of car wheels, and also for the trial
of the saloon cars, mentioned by us a few weeks
since.

T o attain the former obiect, the space

beneath the cars was enclosed by panels suspend

ed from the sides of the cars and reaching a lit

tle below the upper surface of the rail.

Mr. Sa

lisbury, the inventor, proposes to make these
panels double, and to fill the space between

them with some fibrous substance, to deaden the

noise.

There is also a second platform beneath

the car platforms, to prevent the dust rising be
tween them.

The inside of these panels, and

the bottom of the cars are to be fire-proof, and
the smoke from the chimneys is to be turned
into the passage thus created beneath the cars.

We are glad to see the Directors of railroads

waking up to this subject : the dust and cinders
of trains travelling in dry weather, are an abo

minable nuisance, and among the varions plans
proposed of late, we think some one might be
found which, if fairly tested, would, to a great
extent, be successful.

We regret that other du

ties prevented us from being personally present
on the occasion.

.. . � . ...
Our Prizes - To the People.

'Ve would earnestly solicit those who are
endeavoring to obtain subscribers and clubs, to
send in their name5 as soon as possible, in order

that they may obtain all the back numbers, and
so have complete files of our new volume.

We

are gratified with the immense number who

have already become subscribers ; our oid friends

have promptly sent in their subscriptions, and
new friends have come forward in unprecedented

numbers to subscribe for the cheapest mecha
nical paper in the world.

--�---- ..
'1'0 Keep Gum Arabic Sweet.

We have received a letter fi'om a correspon

dent asking us if we know how to keep dissolv

ed gum arabic sweet in bottles, so as to prevent

it from fermenting.

He receives it in bottles

from England, and it keeps perfectly sweet.
Alcohol would keep it perfectly sweet,

but

then it will not dissolve it ; water must be used

for this purpo�e ; perhaps the English usea
tion, and regularly blockade every attempted re than fifteen months ago, is a forcible illustra
gum is dis
arrangement, and concentration of mind to class form. What has our Congress done for the tion of the enterprize and intelligence of some small quantity of alcohol after the
solved. A very minute quantity of alum water
ify and remember all that he has seen and de mass of inventors since 1 8 36-nothing-and of the New York press in such matters. The
sires to carry away with him from such places. every attempt at change in the patent laws has whole article, as copied by the said magazine, is used in dissolved gum arabic by those who
It is surely wise, then, to have a record at hand betrayed an ignorance and stupidity in Congress and by the Tribune from it, will be found, along employ it in England for dressing fine silks.
lilt . ,. . ..
to refresh the memory and bring forgotten men upon this subject of which almost any read with soma more interesting matter taken from
We shall commence next week the publica
ten thousand who possesses strength of memory,

things to recollection, especially complicated ma
chinery with its various motions.
thrown out

We have

er

of the " Scientific American "

would

be

ashamed. So long as money-making, wire-pulling,

Scott Russell's Lecture, on page 280, Vol. 7,
" Scientific American."

tion of a brief series of articles upon the so
The " schoolmaster has called " imponderable agents." III these we

these few remarks in order that and galphinizing is the end and aim of our law been abroad," but then how can' he help having
shall review the prevailing theories, and shal!
they may be the means of leading mamany to makers, we despair of any progress except dull scholars ? If such periodicals had eyes to
propose the outlines of a new or modifiecl theo
observe wisely and weH.
on the road to national ruin. We are out of all see they would not, in 1853, be living in 181H. ry for the consideration of our readers.
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l�
on 1 1th Au�ust,

1852,

(just one month after

ous and responsible post of Superiutending Ar-

which your indulgence has afforded me, to make

1853,)

to accept the ardu-

be authorized to advise upon all professional
questions with

Horatio Allen, to which the

Board most readily consented.

TO THE CONSTRUCTING ENGINEER OF THE CRYS-

the Crystal Palace, gave a Dinner in honor of and the circumstances in which the Association
C. E . Detmold, Engineer to the Crystal Palace
Association.
about

70

The company, to the number of

persons, sat down to the entertain-

ment; Mr. Delamater of the
lamater, presided.

Dodworth's Band

firm of Hqg;; & De-

had been placed.

such a plain statement of facts as will,

mathematical and artistic skill�the abstract and
I think, the concrete are ' here moulded into beauty and

effectually set at rest the question as to whether

[We have published the above speech for

four reasons.

:F'irst, it is the only account of th e

The most

plans before me, I regret to say I find no one

This was

nearest doing so is the design of Messrs. Cars-

This dinner was got up and given on account

the inportant point of timely completion of the

representation of the Crystal Palace.

located immediately in

of the Directors neglecting, at their Dinner,

recognize the claims of the me chanics

plaIL.'1ed and erected the

edifice.

who

This ban-

quet went off much better than the one given

by the Directors, notwithstanding there were no
golden epaulets or ostrich-feathered gentry pre-

sent.

Mr. Detmold made a speech when his health

was drank, of which the following is the sub-

stance : -

" Gentlemen ; All of us may point with j ust

p ride to the structure which we have reared on

No wonder the poor

�

the part of the Directors-this we infer only

from what was said.

How much the delays were caused by Messrs.

applause ; how much more would one of these
steam engines in

the Crystal Palace

extort

" ,cheers repeated " from an audience of the

most learned men in the world, if for the first
time in their lives it had been set in motion be

fore them.

Look, ye shallow panderers to de

Carstensen & Gildemeister, as alleged, not ' fur-

ceptive schemes, at those huge iron arms mov

mended " presente d no greater difficulties than

much reason to find fault in many respects, and

engine, after a place was spoken for it, dared

Hoppin."

not being ready on the 2nd of May, must rest

Board, which of the established conditions were

The building is a beautiful one, but its selection,

front of the President o f tensen & Gildemeister.

given at the opening of the Crystal Palace, to

bers into giant activity.

Hindoo, when he first saw a steam engine set

delay in opening the Palace that we have seen in motion, exclaimed, " he has a spirit within
p rinted. Second, it informs us that the Pr esid ent him." 'When Dr. Page's electric engine w as
was well aware long before the 2nd of May, that exhibited in this city two years ago, and when,

ditions that should be satisfied by any design this fact, to the no small discredit of American
punctuality. Third, who selected the desip"n
°
The table was beau" In applying these cardinal conditions to the Fourth, that there has been dissatisfaction o

tifully and appropriately decorated.

usefulness-the steam engine is the most per

the disappointment resulting from the non-open fect product of Venus and Vulcan. As the boi
ing of tlle Exhibition on the day promised by lers which supply the steam to these engines

In the report upon the Designs submitted by
me to the Board of Directors on the 26th of it could not be completed by that time, and yet by the mere turning of a lrey, it was set flying
August 1 852", after establishing the cill ef con- the world was not ll.noBflPjYe.o J» �&!J.rA' ,IIi' J& aw:;v in a sheet of flam!? it extorted l"OllDdB of

appropriate of the ornaments was a miniature that satisfies them all ; but the one that comes

the occasion.

I ,have availed myself of the opportunity playing harmoniously, exhibits the perfection of

was present, and discoursed adopted, I said :

music during the evening.

There the beam en

gine, like a graceful actor with all its parts

The first duty that devolved upon me, after the Directors was in any wise chargeable to are placed outside of the building, when they
entering into the service of the Association, Was those intrusted with the construction of the are set in motion, there is something truly
thrilling in seeing them start from their slum
to select from the several designs in their pas- Crystal Palace."

PALACE , C. E. DETMOLD, ESQ.-On the
evening of the 1 3th inst. the principal mecha- session one that should meet as far as po�sible
nics and contractors engaged in the erection of the requirements of the proposed Exhibition,
TAL

1853.

in time for the promised opening in May,

chitect and Engineer, on condition that I should

MECHANICS' D INNE R

impossibility of having the building completed fnll force of this truth.

their announcement that the Exhibition would be
opened on 2 n d May,

THE C O NTR AC T O R S AND

+

As to the estimated cost, and especially as to

building,

I said in my Report that the plan recom-

any other, except that of Messrs. Bogardus

nishing the working drawings in season, we do ing with irresistable power, precision, and velo
not know ; these gentlemen have denied that it city, and tell us if they do not present reasons,
was their fault. The Directors had probably without debating the question, why the hot air

& w e suspect that the blame of the Crystal Palace not appear beside these stern apostles of steam.

I had thus brought clearly to the view of the

on that absent-minded gentleman, Mr. Nobody.

and which were not fulfilled by the design of we believe, taking all things into consideration,
Messrs. Carstensen & Guildemeister, but the was not judicious. The multiplicity of patterns
Board accepted it unh esitatingly, subject to all

which app ear to have been re quired for the

castings, exhibit a want of clear and simple
to time and expense.
No sooner w a s this design adopted than its judgment somewhere.

its uncertainty as

execution was begun in good earnest : the pro-

gress of th e work was urged by me, through
all seasons an d all weathers, and by day and by

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.-The machinery in

the Exhibition is not by

any means all arranged

There are four rotary steam engines in the

Crystal Palace : they are all small, and we have
not yet been able to learn the name of their au
thors, excepting

those of Ebenezer Barrows

Ill . , noticed in
of the " Scientific American."

and R. C. Bristol, of Chicago,

the last volume

IVe have not been able to see any of these rota

ry engines in motion yet, but that of Mr. Bar

It was jJ25, of our last volume, and a

rows is well known to our readers.

lustrated on page

larger one than that in the Exhibition propels
the purpose
or in working order. There is considerable
it is a gratifying night, whenever and wherever night work could space yet to be filled up, but .since our last the inventor's steamboat " Rotary," which is
now running as a passenger boat between New
fact that, amid all that has been said and writ- be done with advantage.
number was issued many new machines have

Reservoir square ; it fulfills nobly

for which it was designed, and

ten of the Exhibition, the building itself has not

only been always exempt from censure, but it

to myseIf t 0 state that
"'Teverth eless It
· IS
· uue
.1
j.

been recel·ved and �
· "ranged.

All the space,

been informed by the Superintendent,
want of working drawings continued through- we have
has invariably been spoken of in terms of uno
nes,
has been spoken for long ago, and
h
H
Mr.
building,
and
the
of
out the entire construction
qualified praise.
; we may exp ect to see it all occupied by the
was a constant source of deep anxiety to . me
'
There is, however, one point in connection
and as early as November 18, 1852, I had made it first of next m' onth.
with it that has caused disappointment to the
GOOD AND BAD.-We must say that with
the subject of an earnest communication to the
public nere and abroad, and mortification to the
Board, in which I represented fully the effect it many new and excellent illlprovements in
Directors of the Association. I allude to the
would have upon the completion at our build- machinery, there is much that is defective. It
non-completion of the building in time for the
appears to us, that with all our light and know
ing.
promised opening of the Exhibition on the 2nd
In the next place it is proper to state that the ledge, there are many who live in the dark ages,
May, 1 853."
anticipation that the larger foundries (of the and prefer darkness to light. This may be ow
On two public occasions the Directors by an
countI'y ) would co-operate extensively in tills ing to the peculiar construction of their minds,
extraordinary omiSSion, have been the means of
worl" were not at first realized ; and it was on they viewing a defect as an improvement, just
creating an impression that the disappointments
ly by an extreme _subdivision of ihe contrac,ts the same as the llindoo laborer, who prefers to
arising from not having the Palace open at the
that I was enabled to secure the execution of carry his earth in a basket and cannot be per
imper
time appointed, was the result either of
suaded that a wheel barrow is a superior mode
the work in any reasonable time ..
fect arrangements for the elCecution of the work,
Another circumstance not anticipated by any of transporting it from one place to another in
pro
or a want of sufficient energy in urging its
one, and which operated most unfavorably upon making roads. There is much in the Exhibition
gress.
our work, Was the extraordinary advance in the which(asany who visits it will see)displays a want
t
No doubt, gen lemen; it is to this extraordina
prices of iron. The great bulk of the work of scientific information, and betrays a lack of
ry omission on the part of the Directors to make
had to be put together and erected during the good reading, without which no mechanic c:).n
any reference whatever to the builders of the
rigorous winter months, in an exposed locality be intelligent.
Crystal Palace, that is due, in some measure,
and without shelter.
THE STEAM ENGINEs.-The machinery in the
the very handsome compliment with which you
And yet w ith all these adverse circumstances, Arcade of the Exhibition is driven by two steam
have honored me thIs evening.
such was the active and energetic spirit of the engines ; there are three such motors in it, which
It can only have been from the misapprehen
parties who did engage in the work, that any are more conspicuous than all other machines
sion of the facts, Or the character of the difficul
one, conversant with enterprises of this kind, in the Palace. One is a beautiful walking
ties which have attended this undertaking, that
must concede that the tinle consumed from the beam engine, built at the works of Corliss and
the Directors of the Association could have felt
first inception to the completion of the building, Nightingale, at Providence, R. I. Another is a
themselves justified in leaving me, by their
needs no apology.
a double horizontal engine built at the Lawrence
pointed silence, in a position before the public
On the 1 st September, 1 852, nothing was in Machine Shop, Mass. It has two cylinders of
which makes a reference to my connection with
elCistence of the building but a mere architect's 15 inch bore, and 35 inch stroke each. '1.'he
the building necessary.
sketch ; and during the nine months following third is a horizontal engine built at the Winter
My connection with the Association for the
our Crystal Palace has sprung into complete ex Iron Works, Montgomery,A.la. These engines are
Exhibition of the industry of all Nations, dates
istence, covering four acres of ground, and com well made and of beautiful construction. When
from August 11, 1852. Up to that moment I
posed of over 1,500 tons cast iron, and 300 tons they are in operation, a lofty and sublime idea
had no knowledge of it whatever, except in a
of wrought iron.
of the power of steam is impressed upon the
general way.
The project itself had been conceived as ear

ly as the Autumn of

1851, immediately after the

close of the great London Exhibition.

1 85 2,

a charter

In March,

had been obtained from the

State of New York.

Now gentlemen, it is not for me to ! ay upon

what grounds the Board of Directors announced
on July

12, 1852,

that the Exhibition would be

ral sketches, rather than definite plans.

the

verance of purpose. If he did not think his inc
vention a good one, he is not a man that would
say a word in its praise upon any account.
There is also a model

of a steam engine

on

one of the tables, which has the lazy-tongs ar

rangement attached to the piston rod, and ,con

a long crank, in order, as the in
of
crank from a short stroke of piston-that is
what people ignorant of wechanies call " increas
ing the leverage to gain power, ' as if there were
any power in a lever.
The lazy tongs has been
proposed to us to get a long stroke of a saw
nected with

ventor supposed to get power by long stroke

from a short stroke
discouraged

of

the idea.

a steam engine, but we

When will people learn

wisdom in mechanical &cience.

GOLI;l BEATING MAC'Il'INE;-There is one ma
chine for beating out gold into leaf. This 'has

been heretofore considered an

impracticable

business for machin\lry, hence it was supposed

by many that it CQuld only be accomplished by
hand labor.

The name of the inventor and

patentee is Vine, but it is not the only patent
machine for the same purpose in the country,

yet it is the oldest.

There surely can be no po

sitive obstacles to the accomplishment of any

kind of work by machinery when all the work

is but a repetition of one process, which gold
beating is.

The peculiar motions for changing

the gold to be beaten have only to be obtained

and all the rest is easy.

This effect is appa

rently obtained in this machine ; of course it is

not possible for us to speak particularly of the

work which it produces.

IN THE W ORLIl.
of shears for cutting iron,

Tl'lE LAR GE ST PAIR OF SHEARS

-There is one pair

Ignorant indeed of the steam engine are made upon the principle of Dick's patent, which
'
those men who have, within a few years past, are worthy a journey from Oregon to see in
in this city-prominent though some of them operation. The jaws are four feet long, and
scientific

this

they cut through plate iron of an inch in thick

and contumacious

fence to worthy Taffey) could masticate a piece

reputation-decried

time of this announcement, I had no connection useful agent, and who have endeavored to
alt

their

own ill-digested

ex

the great Watt ; their
be kn9W1l in engineering story as ig
norant ,blunderers, while his will shil1e bright
through all corning time. Fulton and Watt in

notions above those of
names will

ness,

I\S easily as a hungry W \llchman (no of

of cheese.

We have sCiln this machine cutting

pla tes of iron

of half an inch in thickness, with
clean

.great rapidity, and Il)aking an exceedingly
edge,

a very important consideration in such

deed belong to the past, but Capt. Ericsson does machines.

But prise ; and so soon as the character of the work not yet rule the present,-no, Ericsson belongs

Board shrank from the responsibility of and the diffi culties attending it began to deve to the mistakes of the past.

Watt rules the

Persons from the country should be careful,

when they corne to this city, in selecting the

a selection.
lope themselves, the President of the Association present in the }fachine Arcade of the Crystal proper cars and stages for the Crystal Palace.was at this critical junction that I consented was fully and constantly apprised by me of the Palace. Every person who visits it feels the Don't get on the wrong <lars.

making
It

The

inventor is a man of untiring energy and perse

mind.

opened on the 2nd cf May following, for at the are for a

1 852, the Board of Di with the enterprise. Nor does it devolve upon
rectors had formally announced to the world me to explain why they permitted that annOUnce
that the Exhibition would be opened on the 2d of ment to remain unchanged, But it is due to
May, 1853. Meanwhile they had collected eight myself to state that I expressed myself, as to
or ten different designs for an Exhibition Build the time of completion with caution, proper at
ing ; most of them, however, were architectu an early stage of my connection with the enter
And on the 1 2th July,

ark and Bellville on the Passaic River.
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�titntifit 6\mcritan
TO CORRESPONDE1�TS'
P. S., of N. Y.-You will perceive that the same ob.
j ect you propose to accomplish is obtained in the IrR
ving Boiler without the use of a pump.

Avoid pum1;)s as

much as possible. they are ·troublesome and absorb the
power of the engine.
U Michael "Grlocker " will please t o inform us how he
will have the Lathe shipped. We do not remember his
address. $25 received.

1V. A. S., of N. Y.-There <is one question which must

arise, when it is stated that wheels run faster than the
water, viz., " how is this ? " There is certainly much ob
scurity thrown aroWld the action of such wheels ; we
shall soon publish something on the subject again.
A. J. D., of Pa.-James Hamilton formerly lived In this

city ; we have known nothing of him lately.
J. C., of Vt.-Wm. Kumbel, No. 33 Ferry street, is the
manufacturer of leather belting of good quality.
J. McX. of Iowa-Friction rollers have been success
fully applied to shafting of all kinds-they are not much
used.

Your proposed improvement in drilling is desira·

ble.

A. C . C., of Ky.-We positively do not see how your

Stave Dresser can accomplish the proposed object ; as it
is described it will not operate well.
E. C., of Ark.-Gunpowder is composed of five parts
of nitre. one of su1phur, and one of charcoal, finely pow
dered, and very accurately blended.
S. W. H., of Mass.-Mr. Ketchum's plan of increasing
adhesion oflocomotives on incHned planes. was by means

of small driving wheels fixed on the axles outside of the

large wheels, and adapted to an angular or wedge-sha
ped rail laid on the steep grades, and raised above the
ordinary rail.

You will perceive that it is like yours-it

is as old as 1838.

C. 'V. H., ofPa.-Mr. Bigelow's Loom for weaving coach
lace was patented in 1837,-it would b e impossible to de.
scribe it without the specification and drawings.
R. E., of Vt.-Miner's Safety l!"'use i s an old English in

vention ; there is no patent for it in this country, there..
fore YOU can make and sell as much of i t as you please.
C. C. A., of Pa.-It is easier to disparage the efforts of
inventors than to invent ; you should recollect this.
A. R. E., of Ct.-'Ve have carefully examined your

sketches and description, the machine is ingenious, but
we fear altogether too complex in its contrivance ; it is

almost up to Caleb Tompkin's patent. which consisted of
application of principles consisting of

" a new and use

ftd

cross bars, levers, and ends, and cross and single levers,
bars, shafts, pieces, tumbling bars, balances. action ho·

rizontal, perpendicular, rotary. reciprocating, surface,
and central action of lever powers, simpleness. and eco
nomy in its useful principles, which has not heretofore
been used or heard of." 'Ve think you would not succeed
with so many items under one combination.

S . A. 0., of Pa.-'Ve do not thInk your press contaIns

any new feature : it is the same as Brown's ProgressIve
Power Press.
T. F .. of N. Y.-We do not think your alleged improve·
ment in hand wrenches contains anything new or paten�

table, and you are advised not to make application.

G. V. A., of N. Y.-We think your case will soon come

UP. although it is impossible to tell when.
R. W .• of N. Y.-vVe think your reaper possesses deci

dedly novel features, -and we can see no objection to a pa·
tent being secured on it.

J. n. A., of Va.-We shall b e glad to publish engravings
of your machine, as i t will very much interest all of our
southern readers. 1Ve can supply you with Vois. 6, 7, and

8. bound, at $2,75 each.

J. J. S., of St. Louis-Citizens and those who have de.
clared their intention to become such are entitled to the
privilege of filing caveats. The order of Judge Mason
does not cut off .. aliens " who have resided in this coun
try one year next preceding the application, and have
made oath of their intention to become citizens thereof.

H. H., of Pa.-"\Vinter-strained sperm oil is the best in
our opinion, for lubricating all machinery. fanning mills,
as well as steam engines.
the genuine.

There is much poor oil sold for

A. L" of Conn.-A season ticket to the World's Fair Is
only for 1853.
ber.

It has been announced to close in Decem�

It may last for some years ; we cannot tell yet.

J. G. B., of

--.-Liebig is still living, but i s now in

the capitol of Austria (Vienna) having been invited by
tJ.e Emperor to take up his abode there j he receives a
very high salary.

W. J. C., M. D., of Ohio.-We really do not know what
advice to give about Mr. B.

There is no institution in

our country for remunerating the authors of such disco�
veries.

He should present it to the Smithsonian Insti

tute first, as it is a national institution.
knew how to keep sperm oil from gumming. and to main
tain 'all its original qualities.

porcelain coffins are

patentable.

M. C. II., of Ga.-Yonrs has been received and will

meet with attention.
P . B., of Pa.-If you look into any arithmetic, with a
section devoted to " gauging." you will find a l'ule to mea
sure the contents of casks.
W. M . M., of Ill.-The water

of the

$5 received.

R. O. D., of Miss.-We are not in a position to accept

of your proposition in regard to the balloon scheme.
C. M. E., of Phila.-We do not know of any such person
as you allude to.
R. C., of Ohio.-Painting window blinds, see page 236,
Vol. 7.
C. J. D., of Mass.-We do not remember any late pa
tent for purifying animal fats and oils. You had better
examine the back numbers of the Scientific American.

eM . ,

of KY.-'Ve have carefully examined the
sketch of your alleged improvement in paddle wheels,

Mil} "rright is

J. M . • of Ark.-Evan's

an old work, but

good ; Tredgold, Scott Russell, or !Iardner on the Steam
The American House Carpenter

Engine are good works.

and Tredgold's Carpenter are good works. but we do not
know the prices ; Appleton & Co., 200 Broadway, sell
"
them we think.
J. S., of S . C.-The best packing for steam pistons is

spring metallic.

Use gaskin If you have nothing else ;

some use vulcanized india rubber.
L. G. B., of -.-A loadstone wlll attract a piece of
iron and make a ball l'oll on glass when kept at the pro·
per distance from it.
J. C. M. of Pa.-1Ve cannot give you the Information
you desire about the Aamzon Steamer.

J. S. E" of Md.-Gillespie's work on

the one we referred to.

Ii.

Road making " is

We do not know who has it, but

presume any prominent hookseller would keep it.
D. B., of l\Iass.-l,Ve simply require a brief description
of the operation of your machine, with a statement of
the advantages you claim for it over other machines for
the same purpose.

M. A. of Miss.-"\Ve caution you against purchasing any

right in an invention until you know what it is. 'Ve pre�
sume there i s no patent.

L. C" of l\Iiss.-Your specification has been forwarded
to the Patent Office, as you will see by referring to the
initials under the head of

••

specifications and drawings

forwarded to the Patent Office."

There i.� nothing to

prevent your putting yourinvention into use immediate

ly. as we are aware of ; certainly you will in no wise in
validate your patent by so doing, should one iS�lUe.

E . n. H .• of Vt.-We cannot give the information you

desire about the mill until we are furnished with the pa
tentees name ; we do not know to whom you refer.

J. R., of Ill.-We will attend to the examination of the

record and ascertain, if possible, the nature of Malo
ney's Patent.
C . R., of I'a.-'Ve can prepare engravings of your in�
ventian and publish them within a few days after the re�
ceipt of your Letters Patent.

It will benefit you very

essentially. as the Scientific American circulates 20,000
copies in the various parts of the country.

Inventors

ought always to publish theIr inventions if they are use·
ful and worth the expenset which is very trifling.
H. A., of N. Y,-You are right ; having since examined
the model referred to by you, we have found that Dunn's
is not different from plans well known and used in
the United States.

the calculation of your gain by so working it.

1V. E. G.,�of Phil.-You will have an answer soon.

L. W. • of N. C.-We would not recommend you to get ·
an engine of less than hvelve horse-power for your saw
mill.

E . S. G., of S. C.-The application
a weight to mao
chinery for operating a churn dash, or anythin� else, is
not patentable.

of

tent office.

Price

12 1·2

cents per copy.

BINDING.-We would suggest to those who desire to have
their volumes bound. that they had better send their

numbers to this office. and have them executed in a
uniform style with their previous volumes.

Price of

binding 75 cent.s.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIBERs-Our Canada and Nova Scotia pa
trons are solicited to compete with our citizens for the

valuable prizes offered 011 the present volume.

[It is

important that all who reside out of the States should
remember to send 25 cents additional to the published
rates for each yearly subscriber-that amount we are
obliged to pre·pay on postage.]
RECEIPTs-1Vhen money is paid at the office for subscrip
tions, a receipt for it will always be given, but when
subscribers remit their money by mail, they may con
sider the arrival of the first paper a bonafide acknow
ledgment of the receipt of their funds.
BACK

NUMBERS AND VOLUMES-In reply

to many interro�
gatories as to what back numbers and volumes of the

Scientific American can be furnished, we make the fol

lowing statement : Of Vols.

1,

2, 3, and 4.-none.

Of

Vol. 5, all but six numbers. price, in sheets, $1 ;.bound,

Of Vol. 6, all ; price in sheets, $2 ; b ound, $2,75.
Of Vol. 7, all ; price, i n sheets, $2 j bound, $2,75. O f
11'01. 8, all ; price, in sheets, $2 ; bound, $2,75.
$1,75.

PATENT CLAIMs-Persons desiring the claim of any inven
tion which has been patented within fourteen years,

can obtaiu �l. copy by addressing a letter to this office.
stating the name of the patentee, and enclosing $1 for
fees for copying.
PATENTEEs-Remembel' we are always willing to execute
and publish engravings of your inventions, providing

they are on interesting subjects. and have never ap·
peared in any o ther publication. No engravings are
inserted in our columns that have appeared in any
other journal in this country. and we mus� be permit·
ted to have the engraving executed to suit our own

columns in size and style.

Barely the expense of t h e
engraving is charged by us, and the wood-cuts may b e

claimed b y t h e inventor, a n d subsequently used to ad ·
vanta£re in other journals.

GIVE INTELLIGIBLE DIRECTIONS-1Ve often receive letters
with money enclosed, requesting the paper sent for the
amount of the enclosure. but no name of State given,

the State in which the post-office is located.

ADVER T I S E ME N TS.

"\Ve know an eight horse-power engine wlll do the

Terms of Advertising.

work of the oarding machines and the saw mill also, but
engine.
E . D . R., of Va.-You are right-Virginia possesses an
abundance of the finest fuel, and has natural resources
of the very best kind for improvements in agriculture,
manufactures, railroads, steamshiplil, &c.

The spirit of

progress is abroad. and great results may be antioipated
in a few years.

We would counsel you to purchase an

engine of the very first quality.

Let it be plain, but

..
..

..
..

4 lines, for each in�ertion,
8
"

it is best to have plenty of power, and never strain the

12

u

io4

U

75 cts

D . D., of N. Y.-No man of sense would use a wind-mill
to elevate water to tUrn a wheel, unless i t were to take
advantage of winds for the purpose of supplying a defi�

ciency of water at some period of the year j in such ca
ses it may be useful.

J: H. C., of Pa.-You ask how far a heavy body will
sink- i n the ocean, and state that you have heard that
iron, in some places, will not sink to the bottom. This
question we discussed three years ago, and against a
number of pretenders to science, showed that a hea.
vy body will sink to the bottom i n any part of the
ocean.

The idea that iron will not sink to the bottom is

monstrously absurd.

Soundings have been obtained in

the middle of the ocean.

Money received on account

of Patent

Office business

for the week ending Saturday, Sept. 17 :-

J. C., of Ohio, $55 ; E. M., of N. J., $20 ; D. A. II., of N.

16 "
$3 00
Advertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted ;
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising
coiumns at any price.

P-All adTertisements must be paid for before insert·

ing.

American and Foreign Patent
Agency.

MPORTANT TO INVENTORS.-The undersigned
having for several years been extensively engaged in
procuring Letters Patent for new mechanical and chem�
icnl inventions, offer their services to inventors upon the
most reasonable terms. All business entrusted to their
charge is strictly confidential. Private consultations �re
held with inventors at their otlice from 9 A, M., until 4
P. 1\1. Inventors, however, need not incur the expense
of attending in person, as the preliminaries can all be
arranged by letter. MO dels can be sent with safety by
expre8S, or any other convenient medium. They should
not be over 1 foot square in size, if possible.
Having Agents located in the chIef cities of Europe,
our facilities for obtaining Foreign Patents are unequ�l.
led. 'rhis branch of our business receives the espeCIal
attention of one of the members of the firm, who ] s pre�
pared to advise with inventors and manufacturers at all
times. relat
' i
'
c American Office,
128 Fulton street, New York.

I

l{ifr�J� 5�
C §6���1�

Y., $60 ; J. L., of N. Y., $58 ; L. R. F., of Ga., $10 ; J. 0.,

M., of Pa., $50 : 1. W. McG., of Pa.,

$25 ; J. W, P., of N. Y., $55 ; 1. M. H., of R. I.. $65 ; E . J.
M., of Ct., $50 ; J. h G., of Ga., $55 ; D . A., of N. Y., $30 ;
A. E . B., of N. Y. , $25.

Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with
the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
Office during the week ending Saturday, Sept. 17 :-

.

L. R. F., of Ga. ; J. J. of N. Y. ; I. W. MeG.. of Pa. ; A.
F.. of Ohio : A. J. Jr., of N. Y. ; L. C . , of Miss. ; A. E. B.,
of N. Y. ; E . J. M., of Ct. ; J. L. L. l\1., of Pa.

... ' -. ' ....

A Chapter of Suggestions, &c.

MISSING NUMBERS-Mail

Subscribers who have failed to

receive some of the numbers of Yol. 8, are informed
that we are able to supply them with any of the num·
bel'S, from 1 to 52, EXCEPT the following, and these we

are ENTIRELY out of-Nos. 2, 4, lOt 12,
19, 20,

21, 22,

25, 26, 48,

49.

14,

15, 16. 17, 18,

READY FOR DELIVERY-We have just received from the
Binders 100 copies of Vol. 8. Scientific American, which

will be sold to the first applicants at $2,75 per volume.

We also have about 50 complete sets of Volume 8, in
sheets, which will be sold at the subscription price-$2
per set.

Those who apply first will stand the best

chance to get their orders filled, for after the above
number are sold no more can be obtained at any price'

remembering to add your name to the communication :
anonymous letters receive n o attention at this office

UROPEAN PATENTS.-Jl1ESSRS. JlIUNN I< co.
pay especial attention to the procuring of Patents
in foreign countries. and are prepared to secure patents
in all nations where Patent Laws exist. "Ve have our
own special agents in the chief European cities ; this en
ables us to communicate directly with Patent Depart�
ments. and to save much time and expense to applicants.

E

NEW AND VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT
in Building has recently been patented by M. n.
Dyott · of Philadelphia, to which tho attention of Build·
ers, Ar�hitects. and prapet:ty JH;>lders, Js �nvited� It,con·
sists in a new method 01' facmg bmldmgs WIth Iron,
whereby either old or new buildings may be made as
handsome and far more durable than the richest stone
structures, at one·fourth the expense. V(ithout disturbing
l
o
m
a
l
i
to
r
e
constructed of brick o r wood, dilapidated or new� are
rendered perfectly impenetrable, and are no� affected by
heat or cold� fire or water. The most beautiful styles of
architecture may be adopted at but a very small expense
above the plainest fronts , A handsome residence whtch
has been built about 15 months. and three stores WhICh
were old and dilapidated buildings have been modern�
ized, and now rank among our finest stores, are referred ·
t o a s specimens. This invention has received the high·
est commendation from many distinguished architects.
practical builders, and gent.lemen from all parts of the
country. Parties desiring further information, who may
wish to negotiate for rights of States, counties. cities, or
buildings, will please address or apply to
n. D YOTT,
1*
No. 74 South 2nd st., PhiladelphIa.

possible. and if you have some invention to describe.

In making apologies for having the presumption to ad·
dress us.

We are always willing to impart information

if we have the kind solicited.

States, i n wor�ing all kinds of wood, has proved them t o
be superior to a n y a n d a l l others. T h e work they pro�
duce cannot be equalled by the hand plane. 'l'hey work
from 100 to 200 feet, lineal measur.e. per minute. qne
machine has planed. over twenty mlllions of feet durmg
the last two yeats, 'another more than twelve millions of
of feet Spruce flooring in ten months. . Working models
can be seen 'at the Crystal Palace.where further illforma�
iion can be obtained, or of the patentee at Albany, N. Y
GEO. W. BEAlmSLEE.
1 tf
B. ELY, Counsellor at Law, 52 Washington street,
• Boston, will give particular attention to Patent
Cases. Refers to Messrs Munn &: Co., Scientific American.
1Utf
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EONARD'S MACHll'iERY DEPO'r, 1 09, Pearl

60 Beeaver, N. Y.-l"eather Banding Manu
L st., and
N. Y.- Machinist's ToolS, a large assortment

:1'actory,

from the " I.owell Machine Shop," and other celebrated
makers. Also. a general supply. of mecpanics' and man
ufacturers' articles, and a superIOr quality of oak·tanned
P. A. LEO�AI\D.
Leathe.. Belting.
lIf

OGAN, VAIL & CO., No. 9 Gold st., New york .....
Agency for Geo. Vail & Co., Speedwell Iron vVorks,
MorristowI4 N. J., furnish and keep on hand Portable
Steam, Engines of various sizes, Saw and Grist Mill Irons.
Hotchkiss'S lVater Wheels, Iron 1Vater ·Wheels of any
size, Portable Saw Mills, complete. ; Bogardus's celebrated
Planetary Horse Powers ; heaving forgings and castingg
for steamboats and rolling mills, l{atchet Drills of s�pe
rior quality for machillists, Saw Gummers, Hand DrIlls,
'l'yre Benders, and shafting and machinery generally.
39 1y

L

AUTION.-The public are herebY cautioned again s t
purchasing or using Steam Gauges constructed on
the principle at Fontain Moreau's l)atent. or Eourdon's
Patent, except tha� manufactured by tl!� un':lersigncd,
who is owner of saId patents for the UlUted States. All
infringements ' of said pat.ents will be prosecuted ac�
cordinll to law.
E . II. ASllClW1'1"
Manufacturer of Steam and Water Gauges,
�o. 4 Beverly street. Boston.

C

1 4t·

ORCROSS ROTARY PLANING MACHINE.

Decided by the Cir�uit Court not to_ infringe . the
N
·Woodworth l\1achine-1 now offer my Planmg Machmes

a t a low price ; they are not surpaSsed by, any machines
as to amount or quality of work. 'l'onguemg and groov
ing machines also for sale, doing one or both edges as d�
sired ; 80 machines now in operation. Address me at
N . G. N OI\CltOSS.
Lowell, Mass.,
40 20'
NGlNEERING.-The undersigned is prepared to
furnish .specifications, estimates, plans in general or
detail of steamships. steamboats, propellers, high and low
h
oi
e
s
s
i r
le
&c. General Agent for Ashcroft's Steam and VUGuum
A
N
, � e 's
a r
:
o
·
Dudi"eon's Hydraulic Lifting Press, H.oebling's Patent
W ire Hope fOl' hoisting

E

f�r1��t%:. lfj�k:r i�l �I�:��� �r� �:�K ri! ;�b� ��:

�:�:i;;g l �b f. Wel� Mo���� ����1�us�li� ��t�� ��
ac�i1.lfL!£�"\���8��1��1)�tc.

30 26*

Consulting Engineer, 64 Broadway-

cCALLISTER & BROTHER. - Opticians and
· dealers in mathematical instrument::;, 48 Chesnut
st. , Philadelphia, Pa. Mathematical instruments sepa
rate and in cases, Protractors, Spacing Dividers. Draw
ing Pens, Ivory Scales, '!'ape Measures, Salomett:rs, Spy
Glasses, Micro�copes" Hydrometers; &c.; &c. An illus
trated and priced catalo�e will be sent by mail free of
char"e.
40 Glll*

M

GOOD CHANC E FOR MANUFACTURING.
A 'Vater Privilege of ten feet fall, on a never�failini{
stream, with four acres of choice land, ill the town of
Cornwall, Orange Co., N. Y., 5 miles from the North
River, and three miles from the railroad depot. and on
the line of survey of the Albany and Hoboken RH. For
particulars inquire of John J. Vanduzer, 184 Canal st.,
41 13'
N . Y., or John Orr, on the promi"es.
TKINS' SELF-RAKING REAPER. - The un·

of this machine, both in grain and
A equalled success
r
r
i d
a
����� �h� J����d ��;���r l:::� :'Ill 'b� ��� alf��8f
can supply. Every reaper heard from <about 30 in seven

different States and Canada) gives good satisfaction
no drawbacks, thoui"h others to hear from may have
given trouble. Arrangements must be l?ade to supply
the demand. and the inventor (Mr. Atkms) would llke
to realize something- from the Patent at once, and part
of the States ma)'" be offered for sale. If a satisfactory
price cannot be got, then arrangements may possibly be
made with manufacturers to build and pay a patent fee.
A machine can be seen at the Crystal Palace, and oth·
ers will be at some of the State and County Fairs this
autumn.
J. S. WRIG HT.
H Prairie Farmer'� 'Varehouse, Chicago, Ill., August 6 ,

with
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A1jMER'S PATENT LEH.-Manufactured by Pal.
mer & Co. • at No. 5 Burt's Block, Springfield. Mass.,
tor New England and New York States. a!ld. 376 C.h�sn�t
III
street Philadelphia j in every instance of
the Jh� irs of the various Institutes of this country. It has
re<;ejved the highest awards as H the best" in mecbani5.m,
usefulness. and economy. At the " 'VorId's Fa } ,". Lon·
dop, 1851, in competition with. thirty other varietIes, of
artificial legs, (by the best artIsts m London and Pans,)
48 10*
it received the Prize Medal as the best.

competIt}On
i'

O RRIS WORKS, Norristown, Pa. The subscribers
build and send to any part of the United St?-tes,
Pumping, Hoisting, Stamping, and POJ;table Engmes,
and Mining Machinery of every descriptIOn.
THOMAS, CORSON & WEST.

N

41 1y.

A

t��ri�; �� d�jH ;;��� � ������d �tl�� �JIft� ����i�tfi;;;

M.

1NNO\VING MACHINES-State, Cou!lty, ",nd
Towh Rights for sale of the Pate!lt WmnowlD�
Machines, illustrated III No. 2. Vol. 9, S.Clentific Arnerl·
can.
Address SAMUEL CANDY, Patentee, Ellico t'S
Mills,
24

W

t

Md.

LLEN'S

PATENT

FAN

BJjOW'ER-G ives a

blast, with less power than any other.
A. stronger
J. ll. CHICHESTER, Agent, 585 Broadway, N. Y.

2 �'

If you have questions to ask, do it in as few words as
come rIght to the business at the commenCement of
your letter, and not fill up the best part of your sheet

LANING, TO!\'GUlNG, AND H R O O V I N G

BEARDSLEE'S PATENT.-Practical operation of
P
these M'at;:hipes throughout every portion of the Unite d

A

$1 50
$2 25

strong and well made, and of the best of materials.

space as possible, and write them out legibly, always

weIght.

mation touching the rules and regulations of the Pa

C. A. C., of Md.-Yon can easily teU what per cent. of
fuel is Saved by workIng steam expansively, by making

J. Y. T., of Ill.-We thank you for the friendly greet.

The raker of Atkins is unquestionably a good in_

-the pamphlet contains not only the 1aws but all infor�

when they address publishers, and to name the post.
office at which they wi�h to receIve their paper, and

To CORRESPONDENTS.-Condense your ideas into as brief

vention-we shall publish it soon.
J. S., of N. Y.-You had better submit your plan of a
safety passenger car to some practical railroad man, and
take advIce. We still think �t objectionable in point of

and have for sale, the Patent Laws of tho United States

B . M . '"V., of Tenn.-Yours bas been received and will

receive attention.

In plain language, it is an old, bungling, and inefficient
contrivance, and was condemned long ago.
Ing.

PATENT LAws, .AJlD GmDE TO INVENTORS-We publish,

and often with the name of the })ost"office also omitted.
Persons should be careful to write their names plainly

earth Is classed

with other matter in respect to its gravity.
E. J. M., of Ala.-The proof which you mention would
be sufficient to establish your claim against all subsequent
inventors.

J. M

pay $500 fee.

of N . Y., $50 . J. L. L.

K . E., of N. Y.-It would be of service to ourselves if we

M. n., of Ind.-Neither glass nor

..

A. B. K of C. W.-Your plan of steam boiler is new,
but we think you would not find it an object to patent
here. The self-setting dogs for saw�mill� we thInk well
of, but cannot vouch for its novelty-you would have to

15
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B. HU TCHINSON'S PATEl\"l' STAVE CuI
• ting Machines-'J.1he best in use, and applicable
alike to thick and thin staves. for barrels, hogshe�ds,
.
&c t also his Head Cutting and Turning� aJ;lri StaveJomt�
in g and Crozing Machines. This machinery reduces the
expense of manufacturing at least fifty per cent. For
machines or territorial rigJ1ts, apply to C. B. HUTOH-

C

INSON & CO., SyracUlie, N. Y.

2tt

ARON

KILI,IOltN, No. 4,

Jfoward str.eet, NeV( Ha·

ven, Ct., manufacturer of Ste:am El}gmes, BOl�el'� ,
A
&c. Noiseless Fan Blower. a suPt:rIor article, for smIth s

work, steam engines, brass and uon 10Ull d crst ap.d ma4
u1 10*
chinery in a-ene.ral.

W

ANTED, at Salem, New Jcrsey, two first'rate Iron
,
. Moulders� To good hands constant employment
and the highest wages will be given. Address BENNETT
&; ACTON by letter, or in person, Salem, New Jersey.
1 2t*
RON FOUNDERS' MATERIALS. viz : Pulverized

Sea Coal, Black Lead, So.apstone �p thra�ite �!ld
I
Charcoal I!'acings. Also, best Imported E Ire BrIcks, li Ire
Clay, �'ire Sand, and Moulding S
tt�'5.f�fd'�\.\'�IsON,
1 8t·
135 Water street, corner of Pine.

TIJ1\M ENGINES AND PUMPS FOR SALE.
Two new high pressure Steam Engipes, 16 inch , bore
of cylinder and 5� inch stroke of pIston, 3 cylmder
boilers to each engine 3 feet diameter aJ?d 40 feet long.
Also two double actjng }I'orce Pumps, 10 mch bore and 4
feet stroke ' fitted with gun metal valves, valve seats and
The above machinery is constructed of the
packing.
best material and workmanship, Address
BIRKINIlINE & 'mOTTER,
Engineers and Machinists. No. 16 Arch streetl
1 4t*
PhiladelphIa.

S
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PRAL"'TICAL MACHINIST wants a situation in
the drallghting room ; he speaks Span!sh, ..Ifrench,
and English, and can produce the best testlIl�Ol1laJs for
profi.ciency and character. Please address PhIlad e lPhia
P. O., Box 1093, or for further particul�r.i of Dr. l'EU�H-

A

�wAN""''', 141 .Maiden Lan..

lil 2

"
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South American Protection from the Stroke of
the Sun.

A very intelligent and distinguished gentle·
man of New Grenada has called to inform us,
says the New York Courier, for the benefit of
the public, that a very simple and most effica·
cious expedient is used in the hottest part of his
country to prevent the stroke of the sun.
It consists merely in filling the upper part of
the crown of the hat (which should be of straw,
chip, or some other light material) with cotton.
With this protection alone, he assures us, men
labor in the fields in the hottest weather with·
out injury. This is the case at Ocana, where the
thermometer is not unfrequently from 1 1 4 to
1 2 0 degrees Fahrenheit in the sun. He once
marched a division of troops under the direct
rays of the sun,- in one of the hottest valleys of
the " tierras calientes," and they suffered no in·
jury from the exposure, in cousequence of taking
this precaution.
It is found that cotton, better
else that has been tried, absorbs
above, and at the same time
moisture rising from the head.

ing them in barrels, with layers of corn cobs be·
tween them, so that the hams would not come
in contact with each other. They should be
taken out and dry·rubbed once during the sum·
mer. The cask should be placed on a bench or
trussel, in a cool, dry cellar.

. . ... . ...

Echols' Water Gauge for Steam Boilers.

-Now by this operation no water can be dis
charged besides that quantity, which may
have been thus cut off above F. By receiving
this quantity in a graduated cup, (knowing the
capacity and diameter of B B) the point at which
the water stood in it immediately before the op
eration, will be known with unerring accura
cy, even were the places occupied by nuts and
glasses filled up with solid metal, and the float and
its scale removed. Were the apparatus to be
used in this way, it need not be so long, and the
lower end of it should be at a point on a level
with that, below which the water in the boiler,
when not foaming, should nevar be permitted to
go. But leaving this mode of using the appara

A

than anything
the heat from
transmits the
Knowing the

great value of this practice in his own country,
he hopes a notice of it in our newspapers may
induce persons to make experiments, and intro
ducB the habit of resorting to this useful expe
dient in hot weather.

tus ont of the question, F is a simple and effi·
cient means of blowing out any obstructions in
any of the passages above or below it, and of
ascertaining at once whether any derangement
of any kind, however small, may have taken

Manuractured Superphosphate of Lime.

The " Genessee Farmer " has a sharp critique
on the superphosphate of lime manufactured by
Prof. Mapes, and considers it to have been too
highly puffed by its maker, he having asserted
that it could not be manufactured in England for
less than $100 per ton, while the editor of the
" Farmer " asserts that as good a manure is sold
in London for $22t per ton. He also reviews
the ' criticism of Dr. Enderlin, on Prof. John
son's analysis of Mape's superphosphate of lime,

place. ]<'or instance, if upon discharging water
as just described, the water did not rise in B B
to supply the place of that discharged, and thus
carry the float and scale to their former position,
it. would be instantly known that an obstruction
existed at some point below. This obstruction
could be blown out by turning the handle of F
back one half of a circle, leaving it in a hori

and shows that the learned critic must be a
very Quixote in a chemical controversy. The
editor of the " Genessee Farmer " appears to
possess a mind of a strong logical character
co=on sense and clear-and he is well versed
in agricultural chemistry.

.. . .. . .

Black Ants.

A correspondent enquires of us if we know of
any remedy for " black ants." These insects
are very numerous and troublesome in the gar
den of our correspondent. We do not know of
any remedy ever trfe d . to destroy these pests,
but newly slacked lime and salt scattered freely
over the ground, ought to destroy them. This
remedy could not be easily applied in a garden,
still with care it may be, so as to do some good.
llfix the salt and lime together both dry, and
dust them on the ground, taking care not to
touch the flowers, &c. Digging open their
nests and pouring boiling water upon them,
will also destroy them.
4 '�

..

Heat of Europe and America.

Again and again have we seen it asserted
that when we have a warm summer in the Uni
ted States, the countries of Europe on the same
lines of latitude have a cold summer, and the
same with respect to winters. 'Ve have never
seeu any facts adduced, nor can we give any
reasons in proof of this being the case. This
year we know it is not so, for the Spanish jour
nals of Madrid state that on the 3rd of July, the
heat was so excessive that the leaves of trees
were shrivelled up, and much sickness caused
by the extraordinary heat ; which was no less
than 1 1 0 deg. Fah.

. . ... ...

Leayes of Geraniums.

" Galignani's Messenger " says :-It is not ge
nerally known that the leaves of the geraniums
are an excellent application for cuts, where the
skin is rubbed off, and other wounds of that kind.
One or two leaves must be brnised and applied
on linen to the part, and the wound will be·
come cicatrized in a very short time.
..

� . ..

How to Keep Smoke!l Hams.

A writer in the " Farmer's Companion," pub
lished at Detroit, Mich., states that he has for
many years preserved his hams through the
summer, in the most perfect condition, by pack-

On the other hand when the actual quantity
of water in the boiler iucreases until the surface
of the column in B B reaches the highest point
of its range, the float and attached scale will
rise with it, bringing before the eye and between
the glasses, the figures on the scale in numerical
order, until the last one, figure 9 appears ; so
that at any and every moment a figure on the scale
can be seen, indicating with infallible certainty
the actual quantity of water in the boiler.
F is a three-way cock, placed in its usual
position, its third and short passage is closed,
and on bringing the handle down one quar
ter of a circle, the communication with the tube
below will be cut off, and one opened outwardly
from B B through the small discharge pipe K.

Th e annexed engravings represent the Wa·
ter and Steam Gauge of Joseph Echols', of Co
lumbus, Georgia. Fig. 1 is longitudinal vertical
section, and, fig. 2 is a front view. The same
leters refer to like parts.
A is the boiler ; B is a tube whose interior
diameter is about 2 1-2 idches ; C is a smaller
tube, about 3·4 of an inch in diameter, connect
ing the upper end of B with the upper part of
the boiler, and D is a similar tube connecting
B with the lower part of the boiler ; C and H
are hollow nuts screwing into B opposite each
other, the hollow in each forming a round pass
age through the centre of the lIUt which is en
larged at the inner end to the depth of 1·4 of an
inch, so as to form a seat for a hollow half globe
of glass which closes the opening, presenting
its convex surface inwardly, and its concave sur
face outwardly ; E and F are stop cocks which
usually stand open in the position represented
in the figurcs. The office common to both of
them is to close the tubes C and D, when for
any purpose it may become necessary to un
screw and take out either of the nuts ; but F
performs another office which will be presently
explained. Attached to a float, running up and
down with the surface of the water in B B, is a
scale of inches numbered 1 2 3 &c. The float
is represented in the figures as being at usual
water line, bringing the figure 4 on the scale,
between the two glasses before described, so
that the figure can be distinctly seen by looking
through the passage in the nuts, and through
those glasses. As the actual quantity of the
water in the boiler diminishes, whether it be
foaming or not, the column of water in B B de·
scends, and with it the float and the scale attach
ed to it, bringing successively to view the fig
ures 3, 2, and 1, so that when the float descends,
so far as to rest on the glasses, exhibiting figure
1 on the scale, and presenting to the eye the
surface of the water, the water line will have
reached the lowest point of its range.

zontal posit!on, for this operation would cut off
the communication between B B and the small
pipe K, and open one between the latter and the
tube D discharging water alone, and by turning it
one quarter of a circle further, leaving it pointing
directly downward, a communication from above
and below would be opened with the pipe K,
and outwardly discharging both steam an water.
It may be mentioned however, that were either
the passage below F, or the one above it, to be
materially obstructed, the upward and down·
ward motion and agitation of the float and scale
would be so much diminished as to indicate the
fact distinctly at once. By placing a reflector
behind the nut and glass G, the image of the
figure on the scale which may at any time be at
that point, may be distinctly seen from any se·
lected position near it.
The advantages claimed for this invention are,
first, that it is pelfect and certain as the glass
tubes now in use would be, if they were not li·
able to break, nor their transparency to be di
minished by continual exposure to heat, because
the two small pieces of glass, proposed to be used
in connection with the float and scale, answer all
the purposes of these tubes, and are not to any
extent worthy of consideration liable to break,
because each presents an arch to the presure of
the steam, and being always covered with water,
are not subjected to so great a heat, nor ex
posed to so great changes of temperature as are
the tubes now in use ; and if one should break,
or its transparency become too much diminished,
a d'lplicate can be substituted in two minutes of
of time, by cutting off the communication be
tween B B and the tubes C and D, and unscrew·
ing the nut holding the glas� to be removed,
and setting in the duplicate ; the cost of the
latter not amounting to ten cents ; to all which
may be added the convenience and advantage
before mentioned, of the three·way cocks F.
Mr. Echols is at present residing in this city,
but his permanent residence is at Columbus.
..

..
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Novel 'Vay of Holding a Horse.

A gentleman travelling through Germany, thus
describes a novel method of fastening a horse
which he saw put in practice by a German
blacksmith :" As soon as breakfast was over, I generally
enjoyed the luxury of riding about town, and in
passing the shop of a blacksmith, the manner in

which he tackled and shod a vicious horse
amused me. On the outside of the wall of the
house, two rings were firmly fixed, to one of
which the patient's head was fastened close to
the ground ; the hind foot to be shod stretched
out to the utmost extent of the leg, was then
secured by the other ring about five feet high,
by a cord which passed through a cloven hitch,
fixed to the root of the poor creature's taiL
The hind foot was consequently very much high
er than the head ; indeed, it was quite exalted,
and pulled so heavily at the tail, that the ani
mal seemed to be qnite anxions to keep his oth
er foot on terra firma. 'Vith one foot in the
heavens, it did not suit him to kick ; with his
nose pointing to the infernal regions, he could
not conveniently rear ; and as a heavy band was
constantly pulling at his tail, the horse at last
gave up the point and quietly submitted to be
shod."
LI'l'ERARY NO'rICES.

B
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THE MICROSCOPIST-IJindsay &
lac kiston of Philadel
phia. have just published another beautiful edition of
this able. excellent, and useful work, by Dr. Wythes.
It illustrates and describes the different kinds of micro
scopes, and is a complete manual for its use. It tells
how to observe and examine objects in nature, how to
observe them, and all useful information for the lovers of
science.
OVERMANS PRACTICAL MINERALOGY ASSAYING &c.-An
other edition of this able work of the deceased F. Over
man is just issued by the above Company,L. & B. of Phil
adelphia. It treats of Assaying and Mining, and gives
a description of the useful minerals, with instructions
for assaying and mining them. It is a prac tic al work
and is very useful.

E

LITTELL'S LIVING AG -No . 486, of second series, just
issued, contains excellent articles on the following sub
jects : History of the Prussian Court. Sunshine of Sta
tistics, Uebellion in China, Beauty, the Paradise of Spain.
A True Story, Bertha's Love. The Sisters of Provence.
'}'he Hop Garden, Turkish and European Crisis, New
Husso-Danish Question. Poetry, and the usua l judicious
selection of short articles. are its contents.
THE INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONs.-The V. & VI. numbers
Of this work. published by G. P. Putnam & Co. as a rec
ord of the New York ExhIbition, Illustrated, has just
been publiShed, and contains some very excellent re
marks, and a good number of neatly executed engrav
ings of articles in the Exhibition, mostly all works of art.
it presents an outside view of the beautiful fire engine of
Mr. Jefl'ers. of Pawtucket R. 1.
MINIFIE'S DRAWING BOOK.-Number 11 of this very ex
cellent work is now ready, and is or sale at De ·Witt &
Davenport, No. 160 Nassau st., N. X.

f

Manufacturers and Inventors.

The present Volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

commences under the most gratifying assurances, and
appearances indicate a very marked increase to the sub
scription list.

This we regard as a flattering testimonial

of the usefUlness and popularity of the publication so

generously supported.

We are greatly indebted to our

readers for much valuable - matter, which has found a.
permanent record on its pages.

The aid thus contribu

ted has been most important to our success, and we are

grateful for it.

From our foreign and home exchanges-from the work
shopS, fields, aud laboratories of our own country, we
have sUP"Dlied a volume of more than four hundred pages
of useful information, touching every branch of art, sci
ence, and invention, besides hundreds of engravings ex"

ecuted by artists exclusively in our employ.
The present Volume will be greatly improved in the
style and quantity of the Engravings, and in the charac
ter of the matter, original and selected.

Having every

facility for obtaining information from all parts of Eu
rope, we shall lay before our readers, in advance of our

cotemporaries, a full account of the most prominent nOT
elties brought forward.
The opening of the Crystal Palace in this city, forms
an interesting. subject for attraction.

We shall study it

faithfully for the benefit of our readers. and illus trate

e

such inventions as may be d eem d interesting and
worthy.

The Scientific American is the Repertory of Patent In·
ventions : a volume, each complete in itself, forms an En
cyclopedia of the useful and entertaining.

The Patent

Claims alone are worth ten times the subscription price
to every inventor.

PRIZES ! ! PRIZES ! !

The following Splendid Prizes will be given for the

largest list of mail subscribers sent in by the first of Jan�

uary next :

$100 for the largest list.
$75 for the 2d largest list.
$50 for the 3d

ditto

$30 for the 7th largest list.
$25 for the 8th

ditto

$20 for the 9th

ditto

$45 for the 4th

ditto

.15 for the 10th

ditto

$40 for the 5th
$35 for the 6th

ditto
ditto

.10 for the 11th

ditto

ditto
The cash will be paid to the order of the Buccessfu
$5 for the 12th

competitors immediately after January 1st, 1854.
These prizes are worthy of an honorable and energetio
competition. and we hope our readers will not let an op"
portunity so favorable pass without attention.

TERMS ! TERMS ! ! TERMS ! ! !
One Copy, for One Year
Six Mon ths

$ll
.1

Five copies. for Six Month.

$4

..

Ten Copies. for Six Months, for

$8

Ten Copies, for Twelve :Months

$15

Fifteen Copies for Twelve Months

$2a

:4'. �t

TWllnty Copies for i'welve Months
$28
Southern and Western Money taken at par for Sub·

scriptions, or Post Office Stamps taken at their pa.r value.
Letters should be directed (post'paid) to

MUNN & CO;'

128 Fulton .treet, New York.
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